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This Medal is awarded by ball ot of all the Members triennially" to the Member
of the Society whose paper or papers appearing in the Society's publications shall
receive the highest number of votes from the Members, as being in their opinion the
best in the interests of numismatic science."
The Medal was founded by the late J ohn Sanford Saltus, Officier de la Legion
d'Honneur, of New York, a Vice-President of the Society, by the gift of £200 in
the year 1910; and so that the triennial periods should be computed from the
inauguration of the Society, the Rules provided that the Medal should be awarded
in the years 1910 and 19II, and thenceforward triennially.
M E DALLISTS.
1910.
19II.
1914.
1917.
1920.

P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton, D.L., F.S.A.
Miss Helen Farquhar.
W. J. Andrew, F.S.A.
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ORDINARY MEETING.

liVednesday, January 24th, I923.
Mr. GRANT R. FRANCIS, President, in the Chair.
Miss D. H. Andrews and Mr. A. H. F. Baldwin were elected
Members.
The President read a letter from Mrs. Robert J. Campbell, of
New York, in reply to the resolutions passed at the October and
Anniversary Meetings.
He announced that Mr. Ernest H. Wheeler had given a hundred
pounds to the Society towards . the cost of Volume XVI of The
British Numismatic Journal, which would be due at the next
Anniversary Meeting. This was the third gift of the same generous
amount made by Mr. Wheeler in recent years, and it was his pleasure
to convey to him the special thanks of the Society as expressed by
resolution of the Council on behalf of the Members.
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Proceedings oj the Society.
Presentation to the Library.
Royal Charities.-Angels and Touchpieces for the King's EviP
Bound copy, by the Authoress, Miss Helen Farquhar.
Exhibitions.
By Mr. H. Alexander Parsons :-Ethelred II. Penny struck
from the obverse die of the so-called Irish type muled
with the reverse of the small-cross type. For the purpose
an ordinary penny of the Irish type had been re-used as
the flan, and the outstanding headdress of its original
obverse was still visible on the reverse of the re-issued
coin. This remarkable combination of a muled and restruck Anglo-Saxon coin would be a factor of importance
in determining the argument as to the cause or object of
such issues. Mr. Parsons exhibited also the usual examples
of both types for comparison.
By Mr. Walter Lewis Pocock :-An episcopal seal-matrix of
the Greek Church bearing the name Theodoros; sixteenth
century.

Paper.
METHODS OF MEDL2EVAL DIE-SINKERS.

Mr. L. A. Lawrence gave an address, with illustrations on
the blackboard, upon the various errors found on our money. He
defined such an error as something that appears on the coin which
was not intended to be there by those who ha,d the supervision of
the coinage.
Retrograde stycas, he said, were an example in which it would
have been just as easy fo~ the die-sinkers, skilled as we know they
were, to have placed the letters correctly. Modern research and
enquiry were gradually explaining away many of such cc errors,"
1 Reprinted from The British Numismatic Journal, xii, 39-I35; xiii, 95-I63;
xiv, 8g-I20; xv, I4I-I84.
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and in this relation he would specially instance the remarkable,
yet convincing attributions by Major Carlyon-Britton of the coins
of the Welsh Princes Howel and Llewelyn; and the recent explanation of the "flag" type of Stephen by Mr. Andrew. These coins
had previously been classed as blundered or unintelligible .
The spelling 01rnrGRO, for . Canterbury, on coins of class
VII of the short-cross series had been classed as an error, but he
was loth to accept that explanation, for if an error why did it occur
on seven different dies?
The spellings GOV1rRO, GO"":ll' 0 ,
I.lOmOOm, .l:R1rnO, too, all occurred on several dies, and the
initial letter of the last could not have been punched with any
normal iron. Words such as fiGR'XO on coins of Henry VII and
Henry VIII and FtR1r'O€l:' on a groat of the latter proved by
their marks of contraction that the die-sinker was well aware of his
own irregularity.
Finally, Mr. Lawrence demurred to any suggestion that the
transposed legends on the half-sovereigns and t estoons of Edward VI
could have been due to accident or blunder, because of the number
of different dies by which they had been represented.

ORDINARY MEETING.
'Wednesday, February 28th, I923.

M1'.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

Mr. John Best was elected a Member.
Presentation.

By Mr. W. J. Davis :-Proof in silver of his private token issued
in I922.
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Proceed£ngs oj the Society.
Exhib£tions in Illustration oj the Papers.
By Mr. Charles Winter :-Mary Tudor. Sovereign of 1553,
with mint mark pomegranate; the earliest dated gold coin
of the English series.
Elizabeth. Ryal, with mint-mark escallop, showing
the figure of the Queen in the ship. Sovereign with the
mint-mark key re-punched over the woolpack. Milled
half-sovereign with mint-mark fleur-de-lys.
Comment was made on the beauty of this exhibition.
By Miss Helen Farquhar :-Charles 1. A diamond-shaped piece
of silver, weighing 29· 3 grains, stamped on the obverse with
the King's head, and the value, seemingly VI, behind it;
and on the reverse with the square shield of arms as on the
fourth Tower coinage. Miss Farquhar said that the late
Mr. F. Willson Yeates believed that t~is coin was a light
sixpence of the series issued by the Confederated Catholics
at Kilkenny in October, 1642, for the weight was very
nearly half that of the shilling of 61 grains, which she also
exhibited, illustrated as Plate I, Fig. 4, and described by
him on pages 193-194 of Volume XV of the Journal.
A York threepence of the same reign, which she explained as octagonal in shape bearing both the obverse and
reverse impressions, whereas Ruding as Sup. Plate V,
No.8, illustrates a reverse only on a square flan, with the
suggestion: "If this were ever current, probably it was for
a groat." The threepence exhibited reads AVSPCE as on
the last type mentioned by Hawkins, and on the obverse
MA· BR· F· E· H· REX, which also corresponds with
the normal coin in the British Museum, quoted by him.
Ruding's com of the square flan reads AVSPICE, and
although no weight is given, its larger size explains the
suggestion that it was a groat; but more probably it was a
trial piece on a large square flan. The threepence weighs
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23t grains

or 2t more than the usual York issue, but the
extra silver at the corners would explain this; and it, also,
is probably a trial piece. We must, however, not forget
that a threepence then, if of full weight, ought to weigh
231 grains.
By Mr. Lionel L. Fletcher :-Two copper coins, believed to be
Irish money of necessity, of the period I64I-52. The device
of the dove on the obverse of the larger piece so closely
. resembled the Holy Dove on the seal of the Confederated
Catholics, illustrated by the late Mr. Yeates on page I90
of his paper, that their relation seemed to be self-evident.
1. Obverse, a dove, radiated, descending with extended
wings; reverse, the letter B.
2. Obverse, a castle;
reverse, N.B.

General Exhibitions.
By Mr. F. A. Walters :-A denarius of Constantius Chlorps, and
another of Galerius Maximianus, both with the same
reverse design, a Roman walled camp. Mr. Walters
said that he exhibited these coins because he had been asked
to give his opinion upon the reports, which had recently
appeared in the newspapers, of the discovery at Arras of a
hoard of Roman gold coins of large size, one of which
was supposed to represent the Emperor Constantius Chlorus
on horseback entering London, the city being shown behind
him with its river, bridge, walls, and towers. There were
a few gold coins known of large size of Constantine the
Great struck at Treves, which on the reverse depicted that
city with its "valls and towers, and the bridge, crossing the
river Moselle, in the foreground; but as the Arras pieces
were said to weigh an ounce and three-quarters each, they
were far larger than these rare coins of Treves, and probably
were medallions. Nevertheless, in default of some inscription
definitely proving that London was Intended, he inclined to
the view that the coin in question was a medallion of Treves.
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By Mr. Edmund Parsons, of Andover :-A first brass com of
the Emperor Antoninus Pius of the type representing
Italia seated on a globe; the letters S. C. in the field,
and IT ALIA in the exergue; a type not often found in this
country, although it occurred in the Croydon hoard of
1905. The reverse design ratherdosely resembles Hadrian's
presentment of BRIT ANN lA, the prototype of our copper
coinage. Found by Mr. Beale in excavating for foundations
in Anton Road, Andover.
By Mr. W. J. Andrew:-Silver penny of Canute of the
Leicester mint, Hawkins type 213, + CNVT R · EX 7'i.:;
r everse, + pL7'i.NC DEGEN 0 LEI-R; to illustrate the curious
name of the moneyer, which occurs also at Canterbury in the
same reign. This was long before the time of surnames,
and whether read as one Christian name, or two, it is
vVlanc thegen, Anglo-Saxon for" Noble thane."
By Mr. H. W. Tiffs :-Penny of William I, Hawkins 234,
reverse, + G"OD ON f>EOTEORI, Thetford, the E in the
mint name being an error for F and the I an unfinished D,
due to want of space . . The moneyer's name is probably a
contraction of Godwine.
By Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon :-A seventeenth-century token;
obverse, RICHARD HILL x x x, HIS HALF PENY ;
reverse, OF CVLDECOATE*, R H 1668. There were
nine parishes, he said, named Caldecote, variously spelt, but
no tokens were credited to any of them in VViUiamson.
This, however, was ploughed up at Empingham within
t en miles of Caldecote in Rutlandshire, where the Hill
family was well known in the seventeenth century. The
registers recorded that Richard Hill, son of William and
Bridget Hill, was baptised in 1627 and died in 1672. William
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Hill became Churchwarden, and his initials with the date,
1648, occurred on a tablet in the Church porch. The
attribution, therefore, seemed certain.
By Mr. A. E. Bagnall :-Charles I. Shilling with mint-mark
triangle struck over the prostrate anchor of the Tower mint;
and threepence of Aberystwith with mint-mark open book . .
Charles II. A good example of the pattern halfpenny
with legend QVATVOR· MARIA· VINDICO.

Papers.
A

HOARD OF FRENCH- AND ENGLISH COINS FOUND AT BOULOGNE.

Dr. Dutertre, President of the Societe Academique of Boulogne,
and a Member of this Society, contributed an account of the discovery
at the close of 1922 of a hoard of French and English coins in Boulogne.
It was, he said, almost a hundred years since a find of such importance
had been unearthed in the town; to be precise, not since July, 1826,
when, in digging for the foundations of the prison, a bronze vase
containing 336 gold pieces of Henry VI, « fils du vainqueur d' Azincourt," was discovered.
The present find was within the business premises of M. Crouy,
75 rue Damremont, where, in the sand just below the surface, a
broken terra-cotta bowl, like a small honey jar, was found, containing a silver ring, and 5 gold and 82 silver coins. The money
comprised the period between the beginning of the reign of Charles VII
and almost the close of that of Henry VIII of England; and from
the absence of the latest varieties of the latter King, it would seem
almost certain that the hoard was hidden during his siege, or occupation, of Boulogne in 1544.
The French and English coins were represented in curiously
equal numbers, but their details must await publication in the
Journal. Dr. Dutertre explained the presence of the English money
as legal currency by quoting a decree of Henri II of the 20th of May,
1550, which, although rather later in date, was probably not the
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first of its series . It ordered that English silver money circulating
in Boulogne should pass current at one-third of its face value.
" Comme on Ie voit, les variations surle change ne datent pas du
traite d<: Versailles! "
THE COINAGE OF IRELAND DURING THE REBELLION, 1641-52.
At the time of his death, in November last, Mr. F. Willson
Yeates was engaged in preparing notes for a sequel or postscript
to his interesting and valuable paper, under the above heading
in Volume XV of the Journal. Fortunately, he had consulted Miss
Helen Farquhar and Mr. L. L. Fletcher upon them, and had prepared
a rough draft of the first part.
This Miss Farquhar had offered to revise with Mr. Fletcher's
assistance, and she was able to read it to the Meeting, so that, as she
hoped, the result of Mr. Yeates's further researches might be preserved
in the pages of the Journal.
I t included the coins exhibited and
described by her that evening, and important documentary evidence,
which Mr. Yeates had since discovered, bearing upon the theories of
his original paper. But she explained that she and Mr. Fletcher had
been careful to preserve the notes without any alterations or additions,
except those which the author had discussed and intended, or for
which he had left spaces to be filled in from the references he had
gIven.

ORDINARY .MEETING.

Wednesday, 111arch 21st, 1923.
Mr. GRANT R. FRANCIS, President, and later, Lieut.-Colonel
H. W . MORRIESON, F.S.A., Vice-President, in the Chair.
The President announced that Miss Helen Farquhar had yet
again contributed £ro towards the cost of extra illustrations in the
Journal.

Meeting, March 21st, 1923.
Presentation to the Library.
By Mrs. F. Willson Yeates :-A copy of The Coinage of Ireland
during the Rebellion 1641-1652": by her late husband,
Mr. F. Willson Yeates. l
ii

Exhibitions in Illustrat1:on of the Papers.
By Mr. Andrew:-The spindle-whorl described in his paper,
and- two silver pennies of King Athelstan for comparison;
also casts of three coins of the York mint of the same reign,
kindly supplied by the Keeper of Coins in the British
Museum, illustrating the prototype for the whorl.
The twelfth-century standard seal of Southampton;
model in silver of a Viking ship, and other exhibits in
illustration of his second paper.
By 1\1r. William Dale :-The spindle and whorl, and the specimen
of Egyptian fine linen referred to in his address.
By Mr. F. A. V\Talters :-Edward III, half-noble of early type,
showing the ship as it first appeared upon our medireval
gold coinage; and a noble of the Calais mint. Edward IV,
angel issued after his restoration, with mint-mark, a
pierced cross; and the letter 6: and a rose at the sides of the
cross over the ship. Various coins and jettons illustrating
the ship.
By Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon :-A spindle of bone, carefully
carved and polished, which was found with other objects
of Roman date at Market Overton. Eady spindles, being
usually made of wood and therefore perishable, were rarely
found in this country, and this was the only example
exhibited. Five spindle-whorls ; the seal-matrix of Richard
de Kendal, Chaplain, of the first half of the fourteenth
century; and a series of coin weights and jettons bearing
designs of the ship.
1

Printed in vol. xv of the Journal.

Proceedings of the Society.
By Mr. Thomas G. Barnett :-Three spindle-whorls, one found
at Gruting, Shetland, and the other two, one of which was
ornamented with concentric circles, and circles enclosing
dots, in Berkeley Street, Gloucester.
Athelstan, penny, + .LEDELST7\N REX, bust to right,
reverse + BYRNP7\LD M-ON . PE = Wallingford, small cross
in the centre; in perfect preservation.
Early fourteenth-century seal-matrix of Damian de
Basara.
Edward III, noble of the period I35I-I360, with
obverse e and reverse c, as described in the Numismatic
Chronicle for I9II, page ,293; noble, Kenyon type 23,
and half-noble, type 8, of I36o-I369; and noble, type 29,
of I369-I377.
By Mrs. Andrew :-Small collection of the gold series from
Edward III to Charles I, formed by the late Major A. B.
Creeke between I850 and I870.
By Mr. W. C. Wells :-A collection of seal-matrices comprising
six Roman rings, eight mediceval rings, thirty mediceval
seals, and twelve armorial seals in silver; several being of
unusual interest.

General Exhibitions.
By Mr. G. H. Stafford :-Henry VIII, halfpenny of the second
issue. Charles I, threepence of the York mint; and a
half-groat and penny by Nicholas Briot. Colonel Morrieson
remarked that the perfect condition of these three coins
was probably unrivalled.
By Mr. H. W. Taffs :-A box made from a thaler, or more
probably from two, of the Emperor Ferdinand III, I637I657, which when opened disclosed two contemporary
portraits of a man and possibly his wife, but more probably
of a mother and son. The miniatures were ' beautifully
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painted in oil upon the silver of the coin itself, one being
inside each half of the box. At the Anniversary Meeting in
1920, Miss H. Farquhar had exhibited several plain boxes
of that character, and explained that although they were
intended to contain portraits, the miniatures, unfortunately,
had very rarely been preserved.
Papers.
A SPINDLE-WHORL CARVED IN IMITATION OF A PENNY OF ATHELSTAN
A.D.

925-941.

Mr. W. J. Andrew, F.S.A., said that he was indebted to Mr. G. H.
Stafford for the interesting spindle-whorl exhibited, which was found
at Caergwrle, near Wrexham. It was very neatly carved in fine
Silurian limestone, and not unlike a very thick half-crown of to-day;
for it was flat and a true circle of one and a quarter jnches in diameter
by nearly half an inch thick. Although probably copied by an
illiterate artist as his love-token to a (( spinster," the design and
legends were carefully imitated from the portrait type of Athelstan's
money, and on both the obverse and reverse the outer and inner
circles of the coin were present, the latter .forming a frame around
the spindle hole. He thought that he might carry the identification
still further, for the facts that on the obverse the King's mantle had
plain and nearly straight folds, the initial cross was omitted from the
legend, and the King's name commenced with l\ instead of IE,
whilst on the reverse the initial cross of the legend was duplicated,
indicated that the actual prototype had been probably a penny of
the York mint. Although the form and inner circles of an AngloSaxon penny seemed almost to invite its use as a model for spindlewhorls, anything of the kind had been previously unknown to the
authorities at the British Museum and to him.
Mr. \Villiam Dale, F.S.A., explained the great antiquity of the
art of spinning, and gave quotatjons from the Bible and Homer
in illustration. He referred also to several mediceval representatioIis

x
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of the process, and in particular to that of Eve spinning, on the
remarkable Norman font at East Mean. He showed a spindle and
whorl which had been in use in Scotland until comparatively recent
times, and described similar examples in the British Museum from
Egypt, which were as old as the days of Tutankhamen. Also he
exhibited a specimen of the fine linen of Egypt from the protodynastic cemetery of Tai Tarkand, the thread of which was
produced by spindle and whorl.
While Mr. Dale was speaking Miss Violet Alston, from" the Alston
Spinning and vVeaving Studio," 50, South Molton Street, gave a
demonstration of spinning in the ancient manner, an art she had
learnt in Greece, where it was still practised. The graceful process
was watched with interest, and after the Meeting it was kindly
repeated by request.

THE TWELFTH-CENTURY STANDARD SEAL OF SOUTHAMPTON,
THE EVOLUTION

OF THE

AND

SHIP-OF-WAR AS DEPICTED ON THE

III.
Mr. Andrew exhibited the twelfth-century standard seal, or
<;lie, for the leaden matrices of Southampton's earliest seal, which,
like many Italian and other examples, was therefore in relief. Forgery
of mediceval documents, he explained, was always rife, and therefore
many of our early civic seal-matrices were of lead impressed from a
die; so that, although the matrix in use might be worn out and
renewed from time to time, the seal of a document of ~ny period
could still be verified in every detail. Southampton still possessed
a counterseal-matrix in lead of this character.
The standard seal before them was of bronze, circular in form,
and, including a rim of two-fifths of an inch for the" collar," three
inches in diameter by nearly three-quarters of an inch in thickness.
The face, like that of most dies, having been hardened, was in perfect
condition, ' and the design upon it in very high relief, but the edge
showed evidence of severe use. Here and .there, too, .on both edge
GOLD COINAGE OF EDWARD
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and back the diesinker had tested some of his punches for finishing
the leaden matrices by trial impressions.
The seal represented a single-masted ship with high prow and
poop, steered by the old steering-, or star-board, with streamer from
the mast head, a flowing squaresail set bearing the armorial badge
of two crosses pattees, and a single " castle" only, the sterncastle.
Legend, SI~ILLVM • VILLE· SVTbKMTOHIE.
The Lecturer thought that there could be little doubt that this
seal immediately followed Henry II's grant of the gild-merchant
and other privileges to Southampton, not only because of its early
style but also for the following reasons .
Its legend bore no claim that it was a " common seal," whereas
Southampton's second seal, which must have followed King John's
charter of IJgg, commenced Sigillum comune. He believed that
the term" common seal" implied certain technical and legal conditions which did not exist · before the introduction of the new
privileges granted by civic charters of which that to London in
IIg1 was the first. He instanced the case of the ancient borough
of Ipswich, where it was on record that on receipt bf their new
charter from King John in 1200 the burgesses immediately ordered
a " common seal" to be made.
The design proved that the now almost forgotten sterncastle
preceded the introduction of the forecastle, and was one of only
three illustrations known to him in which the sterncastle appeared
alone on English ships. It would be noticed that it was depicted as
an embattled wooden tower of a very temporary character, supported
on crossed timbers exactly as builders' scaffolding is put up to-day;
and the i-eason was, as Domesday tells us, that our Channel ports
had to supply their ships for the King's service for only twenty-one
days jn the year, and therefore the ordinary merchant ships were
then adapted to military purposes by such defensive structures.
Although forty of our maritime towns bore picture$ o~ ship~ on: their
early seals,_ this was the only instance ot a temporary sterncastle
alone, also .the set squares ail and plain planking of the .h ull were
evid~nce of. very early .date.
X2
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The small crosses on the sail were exactly like those of Henry II's
first coinage, which was current until lI80, and Mr. Andrew believed
that they represented the King's badge, for most of the civic seals
that followed the later charters of Richard, John and Henry III,
including Southampton's second seal, bore the royal crescent-andstar, so familiar to numismatists upon the money of the last-named
King.
The lettering also of the legend pointed to the date suggested,
and the general character of the design could not well be of any
later period.
Then the Lecturer treated the general evolution of the ship
from early times to that depicted upon Edward III's money, and
in particular he urged that instead of commemorating the sea~fight
of Sluys, as hitherto suggested, the design of the King, crowned,
bearing shield of the arms of England and sword of state, standing
within the ship, represented" Church and State," as defined by
Magna Charter; for the ship was always" the symbol of the Church
in which the faithful were borne safely over the sea of life to the
haven-or Heaven-of eternity." .

ORDINARY MEETING.

liVednesday, April 25th, I923.
Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the- Chair.

Exhibitions in Illustration of the Paper.
By Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon :-A series of fifty-eight variants
from the list- of imitations of the regal coinage of the
eighteenth century given in "The Tradesmen's Tokens of
the Eighteenth Century, I892." Mr. Crowther-Beynon was

, Meeting, April 25th, I923.
asked by the President to submit the list of these coins to
Professor Barnard, with a view to its possible inclusion in
his paper, when printed in the J o~trnal.
Three leaden tokens. Laureated bust of Charles II;
reverse, W. 1., I682. Thistle, crowned; reverse R. L. or
possibly R. 1., a heart, I758. Dove holding the olive
branch, within an inner circle, lOHN NATTON, the 0
not quite certain; reverse CHARTERHOVSE : SQVARE +
1. N.; above, a. lozenge; below, a quatrefoil; within an
inner circle.
By Mr. Lionel L. Fletcher :-Two additional varieties to the
list mentioned above; namely, obverse of I20 with reverse
of 308; and obverse of 385 with reverse of 408. These
also, it was suggested, should be submitted to Professor
Barnard.
A farthing token of Stowe, dated I796; reverse, the
manorial pigeon cote.
By Mr. Walter L. Pocock :-A selected series of the imitation
comage.
By Mr. Edward E. Needes : -An imitation in silver gilt, and
possibly from the official dies, of a half-guinea. This
Mr. Needes presented to the Society's collection.
By Mr. J. O. Manton :-Twenty-one interesting examples of
the imi ta tions.
By Mr. L. A. Lawrence :-Mediceval official casting counters.
Three of the Great Wardrobe of Edward III, with legend,
G1rR08 ROBe: Re:GIS. Two bearing the arms of Edmund
Plantagenet, Earl of Lancaster, I245 to 1296. Two of
large size bearing the lion rampant. Two small counters,
one with a device of two crowns, the other with three
crowns in pale.
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By Mr. Ernest H. Wheeler :-A remarkable series of fifty-one
imitations, concoctions, and contemporary forgeries, of
English money, from the time of Offa to the reign of
Victoria.
By Mr. Coleman P. Hyman :-Four irregular examples of the
Australian coinage.
By Mr. W. ]. Andrew :-A set of twelve twopenny and penny
- pieces smoothed and beautifully engraveci by the same
hand, that of ].B.S., with pictures of the battles of Fleures
and Waterloo, the Entry into Paris, of Edinburgh and of
the Tower of London; of scenes illustrating Captain Talbot
and the Bethnal-green Volunteers and other local and
political events of the period of the Napoleonic Wars.

Paper.
IMITATIONS OF THE REGAL COINAGE.

Professor F. P. Barnard, F.S.A., contributed a paper on the
series described by Atkins as imitations of the regal coinage. The
wording of the Act against false coining, 16 George II., c. 28, was,
he said, perhaps intentionally vague; and it was generally accepted
as not including the halfpence and farthings. Hence the regal
copper money, which was of full weight, was steadily melted down
by counterfeiters to provide the metal for their lighter and miserable
imitations. But, by a statute of 1771, the imitating of any of the
Tower halfpence and farthings was made a felony, then punishable
by death; and this explained the evasive, often grotesque, types
and legends that occurred on so many of the later imitations, and
were supposed to help the utterers to cheat the gallows . . In those
days, when the strictest construction was placed upon the wording
of both statute and indictment, there was certainly room for special
pleading that such a legend as, for instance, GVLIELMVS
SHAKESPEAR, or GOD SAVE THE KING, was not a « counterfeit " of GEORGIVS III. REX. These « Birmingham halfpence"
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were spoken of by Raspe, in ·his (( Catalogue of Gems," 1791, as
having been fabricated by (( shabby, dishonest, button-makers in
the dark lanes of Birmingham and London." No doubt, they were
sold at a discount and passed by the buyers at their full nominal
value; the Toll-men at the turnpikes to whom persons from all
parts tossed these coppers as they passed, being an active medium for
their circulation, for they, in turn, would promptly get rid of them
in change. The dies by which these rude pieces were stamped
seemed to have been treated in such a way as to produce coins that
appeared worn in circulation, and so inspired confidence.
Pinkerton, writing his (( Essay on Medals" in 1789, estimated
that not the fiftieth part of the copper currency was legitimate, and
the reason given why only twopenny and penny pieces were struck
by the Mint in 1797, was because it was not considered desirable in
the interests of the poor to drive the halfpenny and farthing tokens,
and the (( imitations," instantly out of circulation, lest there should
be a sudden deficiency of small change. I t was the very large issue
by the government of all three denominations, penny, halfpenny,
and farthing in 1806-7, that killed the eighteenth-century (( imitations" and the tokens too.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, lJ!Iay 30th, 1923.
Mr. GRANT R. FRANCIS, President, and later, whilst the President
read his paper, Mr. W. J. ANDREW, F.S.A:, in the Chair.
Mr. Albert vVheeler was unanimously elected a Member of the
Society.
Exhibitions in Illustration of the Paper.
By Mr. Grant R. Francis :- Plaster casts of the rare Jacobite
medal in pewter in the British Museum, M edallic Illustrations, II, 314, 137, specially referred to in his paper. The
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inscription on the reverse, THVLE - HIC VIR HIC EST
TIBI
QVEM PROMITTI
SAEPIVS AVDIS . IACOBVS
CAESAR· DIVI GENVS AVH.EA H.VRSVS, SECVLA QVI
REDDET SCOTIS' was adapted from the JEneid, VI,

792-794, but at cost of the metre.
By Miss Helen Farquhar :-A collection of Stuart jewels and
memorials, including the following:- .
Medals and miniature3 of Charles II in exile and at .
the Restoration, 1649-1660.
Locket and brooch sent to Flora Macdonald by Prince
Charles Edward after his escape to France.
Silver locket enamelled with the portrait of Prince
Charles after that by Robert Strange.
A series of medals of Prince James, Prince Charles
and Cardinal York.
By Lord Beauchamp :-Photograph of his contemporary portrait
in oil of Prince Charles Edward. An engraving of this
picture by Page, in or about 1826, exhibited oy Mr. Andrew,
was subscribed « From an original Picture by Vandeist in
the possession of Earl Beauchamp." The artist would be
the younger Vandeist.
By Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson :-A set of the English
silver coins of James II.
By Mrs. Suckling, of Romsey:-Silver-gilt pendant of the
Crucifixion, between the figures of St. Mary and St. John,
supported by an inverted fleur-de-Iys; which had descended
in the family with the following label, « This Cruciflx once
belonged to the unfortunate Mary Queen of Scots, and
formed part of a cabinet of jewels and ornaments of her
person."
Silver snuff-box with gilt portrait badge of Charles I,
after Thomas Rawlins, and incised CAR· I .1\1 . BRI ._
FR . ET . HIB . REX, set in the lid below. a celestial crown,
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between the broken sceptre and axe, and above the Prayer
Book, broken crown, broken sword of state, the cup. and
other emblems of his execution. Inside the lid the reverse
of the badge is shown; namely the portrait of Queen Anne
in high relief, after that on the Peace-of-Utrecht medal by
John Croker, whose init~als ·I·e· are on the truncation; the
legend being ANNA· D . G . MAG· BRI . FR· ET· HIB . REG,
in incised letters. Lieut.-Colonel Sir James Stuart-Menteth
has a snuff-box very similar to this, and another is in the
Carisbrooke Castle Museum, for about the date of Anne's
death, when her brother, Prince James, was expected by
many to succeed as grandson and heir of Charles I, such
memorials were popular propaganda of the English Jacobite
Party.
By Mr.Winter for Mr. S. M. Spink :-Silver counter-box in open
work, bearing portraits of Charles I and Henrietta Maria,
and containing a complete set of counters representing
the sovereigns of England from Edward the Confessor to
Charles 1.
Case containing fourteen badges and medals of the
Stuart period. Also examples of the AMOR ET SPES, and
REVIRESCIT Jacobite medals.
By Miss Tragett, of Awbridge Danes :-Silver counter box in open
work of the time of Queen Anne, ornamented with Cupids
and containing counters of the Stuart rose, Queen Anne's
portrait, and Cupids.
The memorial medal of Charles I, in bronze, by John
Roettiers.
By Mr. E. E. Needes :-Silver counter box in open work with
portrait of Charles I on the lid, containing ten counters.
Badge of Charles I, with portrait to left, in silver-gilt.
A Scottish plaid brooch in silver, dated 1724, and a
series of Stuart medals and memorials of Charles I, James II,
and Anne.
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By Mr. E. M. Burnett ;-Small copy of the New Testament of
I628, bound with the heraldic device of the Prince of Wales's
feathers in needle-work, and probably used at the christening
ceremony of Charles II.
A large picture in Stuart n eedle-work.
The cliche portrait in silver of Charles II, by John.
Roettiers.
By Mr. C. Kirkby Mason :- , Small heart-shaped locket of silver ~
containing a miniature portrait medal of Charles I, and engraved with the couplet, "I live and dy in loyaltye,
prepared be to follow me."
Printfrom a copper plate of a remarkab,le adaptation of
Van Dyck's well-known painting of H enrietta Maria in her
ordinary costume, but radiated, and subscribed" St. Mary
Magdalene. "
By Mr. A. H. Baldwin :-The rare medal in bronze known, from
its reverse design of Fame flying, and the legends CAROLUS·
PRINCEPS and SUUM CUI QUE, as "Prince Charles's
Medal of Fame." Mr. Baldwin explained that this was
one of the three specimens, only, known .
By Mr. Cecil Davis :-Papier-mache snuff-box mounted in silvergilt and bearing a portrait of Prince Charles based upon
that by Le Tocque, of I748; but as it is set between the
initials C_R, of Carolus Rex, the box must have been made
subsequently to his titular succession in I766. Also, the
curious treatment of the royal arms painted on the bottom
of the box suggests a continental origin .
By Mr. W. J. Andrew :-A series of twenty-five Jacobite medals"
in silver and bronze.
A small collection of Stuart snuff-boxes, miniatures"
enamels and medals.
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Paper.
JACOBITE

DRINKING

GLASSES, AND THEIR RELATION TO THE JACOBITE
MEDALS.

Mr. Grant R. Francis, President of the Society, read his paper
under this h eading, and illustrated his remarks with a series of
lantern slides of the very beautiful examples of Jacobite glasses in
the British Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum, in the wellknown collections o·f Mr. Hamilton Clements and Mr. Joseph Bles,
in the possession of Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon, and in his own
cabinet; whilst Miss H elen ~arquhar and Mr. Andrew had supplied
the corresponding Jacobite medals for comparison.
In disclosing the discoveries he had made, Mr. Francis believed
that not only would they definitely prove that these glasses were
designed and inscribed from the medals, but also that medallic
influences had made a deeper impression in the general art of the
eighteenth century than had been suspected. The relation commenced with the early glasses of the Jacobite Cycle Club, bearing
the symbolic six-rayed star, which seemed clearly to be derived from
the. medal of 1729 bearing the same star and the legend MICAT
INTER OMNES; and he was able in a like manner to traverse the
interval between that date and the rising of 1745.
The lecturer demonstrated that the portrait glasses invariably
presented Prince Charles in full Highland dress, a costume in which
he would not have been depicted before the romance of his adventures
had associated him with it; and other reasons were offered in proof
that, in spite of the general belief that Charles himself had presented
many of these glasses to his adherents whilst actually in this country,
they had in fact been designed and made after the rising had been
suppressed and the Prince had escaped to the Continent. For
instance, his own glass in this series bore the motto HIC VIR HIC EST
above the portrait, and its direct counterpart was to be found in the
pewter medal in the British Museum with the reverse inscription
commencing THVLE- HIC VIR HIC EST. For the obverse of this
medal an old die, that bearing the portrait of Prince James of
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.1:708, had been re-used, and had led to a misconception of its date;
but when they remembered the legend commencing TORBAY on
the medal commemorating William of Orange's landing in England,
it was quite certain that the word THVLE in this case proved that the
reverse die was prepared, and the medal issued to celebrate the actual
landing of Prince Charles on the island of Eriska in the Hebrides-the
Thule of Scottish romance. The portrait was almost identical with
that upon one of the glasses discovered at Oxburgh Hall and now in
the collection of Mr. Hamilton Clements, and both were directly
copied from a print, No. 24 in the Catalogue of the British Museum,
which is believed to be from a painting by Dominique Dupre . . To
the Oxburgh Hall glass, however, was added the verse
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which alone was convincing evidence that it was made after the
complete failure of the' 45.
A glass which created considerable interest was that which
presented the identical design and motto of "the oak medal,"
dated I750, namely, the stricken Boscobel oak with a vigorous
sapling springing from its roots, and, above, the word REVIRESCIT.
The glasses inscribed REDEA T were directly traced to the medal of
I752, which reads REDEAT MAGNVS ILLE GENIVS BRITANNllE,
and the suggestion was made that RED EAT was probably the
« word" of the Jacobite
Club, which met at the Crown and
·Anchor Inn, opposite to St. Clement Danes Church in the Strand,
and was responsible for the issue of the oak medal designed by
Thomas Pingo .
After explaining the emblem of the butterfly, which appeared
upon many of the later glasses as symbolic of the "return of the
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soul" of the cause, and that of the bee, by contemporary quotations,
Mr. Francis turned to the series of Jacobite glasses, speciallyinte.resting
to numismatists, as containing actual coins of Charles II and James II
within the stem. · These, he explained, were obviously made within
the period 1715 to 1750, when the movement was at its height; and
such glasses, containing the image and superscription of Stuart
~ings who had ceased to reign long before, were as definitely Jacobite,
as were other glasses, containing the coins of William III, Anne,
and the Georges, counterblasts of the Hanoverian Party.
In the discussion that followed, which was of a very congratulatory character, Mr. A. C. Fox-Davies reviewed the emblems and
devices disclosed upon the glasses and medals from the heraldic
point of view. The adoption of the white rose by the Jacobite
Party was, he · thought, due to the fact that James II was Duke
of York. Whilst the Hanoverian cockade was the earlier, and the
natural expedient for adjusting the then form of the hat, he was not
satisfied that its rival, the white cockade, was in evidence before
the '45.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, June 27 th, 1923.
Mr. GRANT R. FRANCIS, President, in the Chair.
The President announced a further gift of £100 from Mr. Wheeler
upon the election of his son, Mr. Albert Wheeler, as a Life Member;
and it was resolved that the thanks of the Society be accorded to
him for this most generous donation.

Presentations to the Library.
By Messrs. Spink and Son :-The Numismatic Circular, volume
xxx, 1922, bound.
Through Messrs. Harrison and Sons, Limited :-Catalogue of
French Coins in the Bibliotheque Nationale; First Section.
Votes of thanks were passed to the Donors.
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Exhibitions.
By 1\1:r. H. Alexander Parsons :-A tray of coms of different
mints of a type of Ethelred II, to show the consistency
of their workmanship; and a series of coins and casts in
illustration of his paper.

By 1\1:r. A. E. Bagnall :-Edward the Confessor. Pennies of the
York mint; +DPERD REX 7\; reverse, +OflIN ON EOFER':
annulet, Hildebrand A. +EDP7\R · 0 RE+ ligulated; reverse,
+flVRRIM ON EOF; annulet in the third quarter, Hildebrand A, No. 162. +,LEDP· RD REX, no bow to the fillet;
reverse, +,LELFERE ON EOFE , Hildebrand C, No. 99.
+E7\DPI\RD R ; reverse, +OflGRIM ON EOFRI, annulet in the
second quarter, Hildebrand G. Of London, +EDPERD RE;
reverse, +,LELFPOND ON LV, Hildebrand B, No. 419.
Britannia.

Referring to 1\1:r. Andrew's remarks at the February meeting on the
similarity of the personification of Italia to that of Britannia upon
Roman, and therefore upon our own; money, Mr. F. A. Walters
exhibited and des~ribed the following interesting series of the Roman
coinage to illustrate the question.
Antoninus Pius: sestertius
upon a globe.

l~epresenting

Italia in profile, seated

Hadrian: as and sestertius, Britannia facing, seated upon
a rock.
Antoninus Pius: as, Britannia in profile, seated upon a rock;
sestertius, Britannia in profile, seated upon a shield.
Commodus: medallion, Britannia in profile, seated:
Paper.

975-1066 .
. Mr. H. Alexander Parsons, after reviewing the progress and final
settlement, upon alI9-ost stereotyped lines, . of the diesinker's art,
ASSAYS AND IMITATIONS OF ANGLO-SAXON COINS A.D.

Meeting, October 24th, I923 .

.explained that a very critical examination was necessary to separate
the true types of this series from the intrusion of foreign imitatlons,
native forgeries, assays, and what he would term "commemorative
pieces." By comparison with Scandinavian issues, he was able
to prove that some coins, still classed as doubtful in the English
5eries, were clearly of foreign origin. Others . were due to the
nefarious art of the ever-present forger, and, quoting from the
Anglo-Saxon laws, and occasional references in the chronicles to
:show how general this fraud was, he believed that even some of the
moneyers themselves were amongst the guilty. To demonstrate
this by actual experiment he severed a doubtful piece whilst he
spoke, and disclosed that between the two outside films of impressed
silver was a kernel of base metal. This explained the tiny cuts and
.chips so noticeable on the surface of coins of this period, particularly
upon those found in Scandinavia, for they represented the rough
and ready method in use by the vikings to test the quality of the
tribute money they levied from this country.
Mr. ParsOI~s contended that such pieces as Hildebrand Type E, ,
variety c of Ethelred II, F of Canute, and I, variety a of Edward
the Confessor, were of the nature of assays, struck preparatory to
the authorisation of the main coinages; and tha(Hildebrand Type G
.of Ethelred II was a " commemorative" issue. (The paper is printed
in this volume.)

ORDINARY l\lEETING.
TtVednesday, October 24th, I923.
MR. GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Cha1:r.

The President announced that Miss H. Farquhar had forwarded
a cheque for £IO to the Treasurer, the cost of illustrating her paper
in the forthcoming volume of the Journal; and the thanks of the
Members were accorded to her for this gift.
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Mr. Ernest H. Wheeler and Mr. R. Montagu Simon were elected '
Auditors for the current year.

Presentations to the L£brary.
Mr. H. Alexander Parsons as Librarian reported the gift .
by H.M. the King of Italy, a Royal Memher of the Society, of
volumes v, vi, vii, and viii of the Corp-us Nummorum Italicorum
which completed this superb numismatic work.
A special vote of thanks, moved from the Chair, and seconded
by the Librarian, was awarded to the Royal Donor and Author.
By the Authors :-Catalogue oj the Roman Coins in the Chester
Museum: by the Rev. J. T. Davies and Mr. F. \V. Longbottom.

Exhibitions .
In illustration of Mr. Andrew's lecture, Mr. L. A.' Lawrence
exhibited the remarkable example which alone of the series of coins
of Stephen's reign bearing the name Eustace, added the surname,
and so had enabled Mr. Lawrence in 1890 to identify the issuer as
Eustace Fitz-John.
Sir William Wells exhibited examples of the money, and read
some interesting notes upon a comparison of the ten-rouble gold
piece recently issued in Russia with the pre-war rouble and its
gold basis.
By Mr. Winter on behalf of Mr. S. M. Spink :-Six Anglo-Saxon
silver pennies and two Scottish gold pieces, selected because
of their perfect state of preservation:Cuthred of Kent, A .D. 796-804, +CVDRED
reverse, +EABA MONETA, as Ruding, iii, I.

REX

CANT ;

Archbishop Wulfred, 805-832, +VVLFREDI ARCHIEPISCOPI,
tonsured bust of the Archbishop, facing, with a pellet
on each side; reverse, +SAEBERHT MONETA, varied from
Ruding, xiii, 1.

J,![eeting, October 24th, 1923 . .
Berhtwulf of Mercia, 839-852,
+EAN+RED, as Ruding, vii, 3.

BERHTVLF

3 21
REX

M;

reverse,

Edward the Elder, 901-925, +EADVVEARD BEX; reverse,
'.' BEAGS +++ TAN M· in four lines, varied from Ruding,
xvi,4·
Edmund, 941-946, +EADMVND RE; reverse, +GIONGBALD MO
NORpE, Norwich, as R~tding, xviii, 2.
Edred, 946-955, +EADRED REX; . reverse, +MANNA MONETA,
as Ruding, xix, 1-4.
James V of Scotland, the t,t bonnet piece" of 1540, as Burns,
754·
James VI of Scotland, the" hat piece" of 1592, as Burns,
95 2 .
By Mr. Edmund Parsons :-Henry VI, halfpenny of "the
pine-cone coinage" recently found at Andover.

A NUMISMATIC HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF STEPHENcontinued.
THE SERIES OF COINS BEARING THE NAME EUSTACE. 1

Mr. \"1. J. Andrew, F.S.A., continuing2 his suggested interpretation of the coins known as " the ornament series of York," said
that previously to the year 1890 all those bearing the name Eustace,
namely Hawkins types 282 and 283,3 had been attributed to Eustace,
the elder son of King Stephen. In that year Mr. Lawrence discovered
the coin illustrated4 in the Numismatic Chronicle for 1890, p. 43,
and in the accompanying paper, a paper which had stood the test
of thirty-three years, conclusively proved that the" lion type" at
1 As these notes will not otherwise appear in the Society's Journal, th ey are
more fully reported than are papers which merely await publication.-EDIToR.
2 Proceedings, October 25th, 1922.
3 Also, British Numismatic Journal, iii, p. 290, figs. II9 and 120.
4 Also, British Museum Catalogue, i, plate lx, fig. 10.
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least, and probably the" armed figure type" also, were issued by
Eustace Fitz-J ohn. But neither he nor any subsequent writer had
attempted any explanation of the legends other than the name and
mint, nor of the devices upon the coins.
Eustace Fitz-John, or de Burgh, of the House of Pons, was the
leader of the military party of the Empress Matilda in the North
of England. More than one contemporary historian described him
as having been the most intimate and the wisest of her father,
King Henry's friends, for whom he had been Justiciary in the
North and a Sequestrator' of the see of Durham; and, at Stephen's
accession, he was hereditary Castellan or lord of the castles of
Alnwick, Bamborough, Knaresborough with Burgh, Blyth, and
Malton.
vVhen David of Scotland, nominally in the cause of his niece
the Empress, threatened invasion of the North in II38, with York
itself as the objective, Eustace and a few other barons who remained
staunch to their oath of allegiance to her, joined his banner; whilst
Stephen, who was engaged in suppressing a general revolt in the
South of England, appointed Thurstan, the aged Archbishop of
York, as his Lieutenant and Protector of the North, and it was
probably under that title that the. Archbishop had issued "the
flag type" of the series under consideration, which he, the lecturer,
had attempted to explain just a year ago.
At . the Battle of the Standard on August 22nd, II38, David
was defeated, and Eustace Fitz-John retired with him into Northumberland, and later to Carlisle. Probably it was in this fight
that the latter was wounded, for the chroniclers of Stephen's party
afterwards described him as " that one-eyed traitor."
Archbishop Thurstan died in February, II40, and owing to
the political chaos that ensued, the see remained vacant for several
years of discord. But the ordinary course would be followed, and
a sequestrator of the temporalities appointed on behalf of the King.
Mr. Andrew believed that Robert de Stuteville, who had distinguished himself at the Battle of the Standard, led the townbands of the City of York and lived in " a certain stone house in
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Cuninge Strete." As he seems to have been passed over III the
Honours List that followed the battle, it is probable that he
received this appointment of sequestrator as his reward, which
included the use on behalf of the Crown of the Archbishop's moneydies.
By ancient custom ,the Archbishop had two dies and the King
one in the mint of Y ork-, although at times the King seems to have
transferred h~s to the Archbishop. From the coins it "vould,
however, appear that Stephen had hitherto retained his right,
because some of Archbishop Thlustan's issues of the first type of
the reign were differenced by the insertion of a small crozier at
the commencement of the reverse legend. The sequestrator therefore, whether he was Robert de Stuteville or not, would at this time
merely continue the issue of the" flag type" from the Archbishop's,
two dies, and that of the ordinary money of Stephen's first type
from the Crown die.
But upon the overthrow of Stephen at the Battle of Lincoln
on February the 2nd, II41, his imprisonment, and the accession
to regal power of the Empress Matilda, King David of Scotland,
accompanied by Eustace Fitz-John, was received into the City of
York in the May following, on his way to join the Empress; but
Eustace remained there as military leader of her party in the North.
It seemed to have escaped numismatic notice that he was closely
related to Robert de Stuteville, identified long ago by Mr. Lawrence
as the issuer of the" horseman type" Hawkins, 280, for his son
\Villiam de Vesci, who took his mother's name, had married Burga,
daughter of Robert de Stuteville; and it may be due to the influence
of this marriage that after the Battle of the Standard the siege of
Eustace's castle of Malton was mysteriously abandoned, and that
David and Eustace were peacefully welcomed at York in May, II4I.
Then it would be that Eustace Fitz-John, as military representative of the Empress Matilda, and as such, successor to Archbishop
Thurstan as Lieutenant and Protector of the North, would issue
the two distinctive types of money at York bearing his name:
the "lion type" now representing the two archiepiscopal dies III
Y2
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sequestration, and "the armed figure type" as the Crown die.
Mr. Andrew thought that the issue of this coinage by Eustace in
his own name as Protector of the see of York was a diplomatic
compromise between the claims of Matilda, of David of Scotland,
whose forces were in occupation, and of the powerful barons of
Stephen's party represented by William of Albamarle, Earl of
York.
Hence the two distinct types before them, the "lion type,"
representing the sequestration, and the" armed figure type" with
its raised sword of state representing the lay title conferred upon
the late Archbishop and now claimed by Eustace as his military
successor, Lieutenant of the North; but limited, because of David's
claims to Northumberland, to "Protector of the territories of
York." Possibly it was from this precedent that Cromwell derived
his title, and certainly it would account for the general error, due
to confusion of names, that had crept into history in the statement
that Eustace, elder son of King Stephen, was Governor of York;
an error which Mr. Andrew said had led him previously to separate
the two types, but now he had the pleasure of agreeing with
Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Brooke that both were issued by Eustace
Fitz-John.
When Eustace assumed control of York in May, II4I, his first
issue was probably from the archiepiscopal dies, for Mr. Lawrence's
coin is of the "lion type" and bears his name in full. Also, as
Mr. Brooke has pointed out, its lettering is similar to that of the
"flag type." The earlier lettering of the ornament series must,
Mr. Andrew believed, have been of local origin, for the letter r
in it was the " Northern-Gothic" c; but, perhaps due to Scottish
influences, the alphabet was now in transition to the Lombardic,
and although r is still used for c on the reverse of Mr. Lawrence's
coin, it becomes Lombardic s in the general change, and its form
was still famibar to us as s in the holy monogram ibr and even as
the hall-mark on silver for the year 1753.
For instance, DIrTI on Mr. Lawrence's coin was obviously
dicti; but if l' were read as c in the letters TDEF r on another coin
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the natural extension ' to Turstano DEFunCto seemed improbable,
whereas if read as S the result was what one would expect, namely,
Terra1'u1n DEFenSor.
The apposition of the two words, DICTI
and EDicTuS, in the genitive and in th.e nominative, the one on
the "lion" and the other on the " arr~ed figure" type, yet both
conveying the same meaning, had been the key to his proffered
solutions.
The incident that the legend on 1\1r. Lawrence'? coin was in
the genitive was a survival of an earlier custom, the word" money"
or "penny" being understood, and it was interesting to notice
the coincidence that Mr. S. M. Spink's beautiful coin of Archbishop
\Vulfred, exhibited that evening by Mr. Winter, was also ecclesiastical
and bore its legend in the genitive case. The ornament in the
centre of the letters EDTS was the annulet of York, and no doubt
inserted there to mark the contraction for ic. It was clearly an
annulet and not the letter o. But this was the age of ornaments
in missal, art, and architecture, and although the Lecturer believed
that their introduction into the legends on the coins was to mark
contractions, their use soon became general in imitation of letters.
The obverse device on the "lion type" marked its archiepiscopal character, for it represented the heraldic lion of York
above the interlinked keys of St. Peter,' with the cross and annulet
of York around. The figure below the lion had been described by
Hawkins as a double fetter lock, but a comparison with the early
seals of York and of its Archbishops left him with no doubt that it
represented the dual keys. One would have liked to have described
it as a view of the Minster, but the slender spire represented by what
he believed to be the key-handles would have been too early for
II41, and the ring at the top out of character.
The obverse design on the" armed figure type" showed Eustace
as Protector; a full-length bearded figure, armed, in casque with
nasal piece, and in long hauberk, holding upright before him the
drawn sword of state and his office. Behind the figure was onefor it was varied-of ' the ornaments from the usual legends. and
occasionally there and elsewhere were small annulets.
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Applying the same rules to these coins that he had used for the
" flag type," and reading the obverse and reverse legends as one, the
result was as follows :Suggested extension.

Legends on the coins.

The "lion type"I.

2.

+ [EVST]KCII FII IOAiiIs
[space for five letters broken
off the coinJ EB ,DlrTI.
Mr. L. A. Lawrence's
coin.
+ EISTKOhIVS.
General type.

The "armed figure type "3. + EVSTAI:IV2 EBORKCI
DEFr. Brooke, figure 7.
. 4.

T

+ EVSTltI:IVS
EBORKCI
EDT2. Brooke, figures 5-6.

+ EVSTACII

FIlzl

IOKNNIS

com-

[Terranmz DEFenSorzs,

pare No. 3J EBoraci

DICTI.

+ EVSTAChIVS.
The set of Lombardic punches
being new to him, the die-sinker
had merely failed to complete
the v and had used the punch
for 0 instead of round c;
hence the curious spelling on
the coins.
+ EVSTACIVS

EBORACI

Terrarum DEFenS ·'Y.

+ EVSTACIVS

EBORACI

EDt'cTuS.

These four legends, therefore, when read together as one,
suggested the title:

+ EVSTKCIVS

FILIVS IOANNIS TERRARVM
EBORACI EDICTVS.

DEFENSOR

Mr. Andrew said that he hoped to treat the remaining coin of
Eustace, Mr. Brooke's figure 8, and the rest of the ornament series,
in the near future.
In the general discussion that followed, Mr. G. C. Brooke
expressed his pleasure at hearing the different series of York coins
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expounded so clearly and comprehensively, especially in view of
agreement being now reached upon the identity of authorship of
the two varieties of the Eustace coins, on which there had previously
been variance of opinion. He drew attention to the fact that in
style of lettering Mr. Lawrence's coin resembled more closely the
" armed figure type" than the" lion" issues, with which its type
connected it. The advance made in the classification of the coinage
of the reign of Stephen was very striking, and Mr. Andrew's work
on the next group of coins would be awaited with interest.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING.

Friday, November 30th, I923.
Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

The President announced the death of Mrs. Andrew on the
previous day and moved the following resolution, which was seconded
by Lieut.-Colonel Morrieson, the Members standing in silence : " That this Meeting has learned with deep grief and regret of
the fatal termination of an accident to Mrs. Andrew, and tenders
to our Secretary its heartfelt sympathy in his great bereavement, with the hope that he will soon recover from his own
inj uries."1
Mr. A. Leigh Barker, the Rev. J. G. Knowles, M.A., the National
Museum of Wales, Dr. Henry C. Mercer of Doylestown, U.S.A.,
Mr. John A. Richards, Mr. H. W. Stiles, Mr. J. Rochelle Thomas,
Mr. J. V.,r, Warne, and Mr. Arthur Whitehead were elected Members.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Andrew were run down by a motor car out of control.
former's acknowledgment of this resolution is printed on page 334.

The
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The Council's Report, which with the Treasurer's Accounts is
printed later, was read by the President and adopted.
The Hon. Treasurer, Sir William Wells, F.S.A., ' presented the
Society's accounts for the year. These he explained in detail, anef
called special attention to the donations of £Z13 3s. od. from the
Members named; which included £zoo from Mr. Wheeler. The net
result of the year, he said, was that a balance of £360 14s. 6d. had been
transferred to the General Purposes Account, increasing that fund to
£Z,lI3 7s. 3d. for the time being; for this £360 14s. 6d., with a balance
of £Z10 lIS. gd. similarly transferred to the same Account last year,
represented an accumulated provision of £571 6s. 3d. for Volume XVI
of the Journal, now in the press.
The Meeting congratulated Sir William Wells upon his accounts,
which were unanimously passed, and a vote of thanks was also passed
to the Hon. Auditors, Mr. Wheeler and Mr. R. Montagu Simon.
THE BALLOTS.

Mr. R. Montagu Simon and the Rev. J. G. Knowles having been
appointed Scrutators, the two ballots were duly taken, and the results
were as follows : OFFICERS AND COUNCIL FOR I924.
President :-Grant R. Francis.
Vice-Presidents :-Stanley Bousfield, M.A., M.D.; William Dale, F.S.A., F.G.S.;
Miss Helen Farquhar; Major W. J. Freer, V.D., D.L., F.s.A. ; Lieut.-Colonel
H . W. Morrieson, F.S.A.; The Rev. Edgar Rogers, O.B.E., M.A.
Director :-Frederick A. Walters, F.S.A.
Treasurer :-Sir William Wells, F.S.A.
Librarian :-H. Alexander Parsons.
Secretary :-W.

J. Andrew, F.S.A.

Council :-Edgar M. Burnett; Frank E. Burton; V. B. Crowther-Beynon, M.B.E.,
M.A., F.S.A.; Lionel L. Fletcher; Lord Grantley, D.L., F.S.A.; L. A.
Lawrence, F.R.C.~., F.S.A. ; Richard C. Lockett, F.S.A.; Walter L. Pocock;
R. Montagu Simon; W. Beresford Smith; H . W. Taffs, M.B.E.; Major
K. P. Vaughan-Morgan, O.B.E., M.P.; Frank Warren; Ernest H. Wheeler;
Charles Winter.
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Miss D. H. Andrews kindly expressed her willingness to continue
her duties as Hon. Assistant Secretary to the Council.

THE JOHN SANFORD SALTUS TRIENNIAL GOLD MEDAL.

The Scrutators having reported that this Medal had been awarded
by a majority of the votes to Mr. H. Alexander Parsons for his papers
on the series of Anglo-Saxon coins, the President congratulated him
personally, and the Society. in that its Hon. Librarian was now also
a Saltus Medallist.
A vote of thanks to the Scrutators was passed.

Exhibitions.
By Mr. F. A. Walters :-Henry VI. A groat of the annulet issue
of the heavy coinage and Yark mint. · Obverse, lys on each
side of the neck, and mint-mark cross pierced of the second
type; reverse, annulet after POSVI and 6S0R1rax.
The
Exhibitor explained that this was the best preserved of the
six specimens only of this variety knOwn to him, three of
them being in the National Collection. They were specially
interesting, because the identification of the earliest coinage
of the reign was based on them, owing to the fact that the
exact date of their issue was known by documentary
evidence.
By Mr. Edgar M. Burnett :-A beautiful medal of silver-gilt in
its old case, depicting a royal wedding and on the reverse
the marriage in Cana of Galilee, with inscriptions referring
to the latter. He was indebted to Professor F. Pierrepont
Barnard for its identification as commemorating the
marriage of Albert, son of the Emperor Maximilian II, with
Isabella, daughter of Philip II of Spain, 1599. Size of a
thin crown-piece.
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By Mr. Winter, for Mr. S. M. Spink :-.A series of five portrait
medals in silver of the famous Dutch Admiral, Marten
Harpertzoon Tromp, who fell in the engagement with the
English fleet, 3Ist of July, I653. See M edallic Illustrations, I,
numbers 402-32; 403-33 and 34; 404-35 and 36.
Oval portrait-medallion of Oliver Cromwell in bronze, and
another of different style and smaller.
Bronze uniface portrait-medallion of Sir William Parkhurst,
Warden of the Mint under James I and Charles 1. See
M edallic Illustrations, I, 3II-I40.
Four Spanish - dollars countermarked George III, 4s. 9d.,
4s. 9d., and 5s. 5d. respectively; and seven varieties of
Southampton tokens, in illustration of last paper.
By Mr. H. W. Taffs :-Half-groat by Nicholas Briot of Charles I,
and a penny by Simon of Charles II in unusually brilliant
condition.
Seventeenth-century tokens; "John Curtis of Yarmouth,
I662," of quaint design; and" At the King David, I667,in Northumberland Ally-her halfe penny. S.A."
By Mr. Lionel L. Fletcher :-Five eighteenth-century tokens
representing English sports; and token-pennies of the
nineteenth-century illustrating St. Michael's Mount, and Peel
Castle, Isle of Man.
By Mr. R. Montagu Simon :-Seven china coms issued by the
Government of Saxony in I921.
Note issued by the Mechanics' Institute of Limerick during
the strike of I9I9.
Paper.
THE TOKEN-COINAGE, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SOUTHAMPTON.

Mr. William Dale, F.S.A., exhibited a large collection in both
silver and copper of the token-coinage of the eighteenth to nineteenth
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centuries, particularly that of Southampton; and in his inimitable
way discussed the political causes that induced, and the very human
principles that ruled, these commercial issues. Describing the art and
designs on many of the coins, he drew upon his extensive store of
historic and legendary knowledge to tell stories of the numerous
personages portrayed, which often were additional details to the
accounts in our standard biographies. Bevois of Hampton, and of the
Southampton tokens, very naturally came under the full light of
alternate, but always impartial, criticism and legend; bllt Mr. Dale
passed on into curious anecdotes and tales of the vicissitudes of the
token-issuers themselves, so varied that the interest of his audience
never broke.

THE COUNCIL'S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS.

This, the twentieth Annual Report of the Council, has been
somewhat hurriedly prepared by your President and approved by the
Council, for submission to the Anniversary Meeting, in very sad
circumstances. In accordance . with long-established custom, the
report is compiled by Mr. Andrew, and submitted and amended in
Council just before the J¥leeting.
The terrible and tragic accident which occurred to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew at the end of last week, and resulted in so great a loss to the
Secretary and the Society in the death of Mrs. Andrew, has necessarily
prevented the compilation of the report by its usual author.
Mrs. Andrew was a Member who had earned the friendship and,
we may almost say, the affection of everyone, and seldom missed our
Meetings. H er loss will be greatly felt by her many friends, and our
sympathies with Mr. Andrew in his hour of grief and injuries are
heartfelt.
Another loss we sustained during the year was that of Sir Henry
Hoy-Ie Howorth, K.C.r.E., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.S.A., who was unanimously made an Honorary Member on his eightieth birthaay on the
1st of July, 1922. He had been a Member of the Society since 1913,
and had a great numismatic career; and although he enjoyed the
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freedom ' of the Society for but a short time, it is a melancholy
satisfaction to us that he greatly appreciated its being conferred upon
him, as was evinced by his letter of acknowledgment.
Five Members, to our deep regret, have died, and three have
resigned during the year.
On the other hand, we have been glad to welcome the advent of
the following fifteen new Members : Miss D. H. Andrews.
Mr. A. H. F. Baldwin.
Mr. A. Leigh Barker, M.A.
Mr. John Best.
Mr. J. B. Caldecott.
The Rev. J. G. Knowles, M.A.
·Dr. Henry C. Mercer.
Mr. John A. Richards.

Mr. H. W. Stiles.
Mr. J. Rochelle Thomas.
The National Museum of Wales.
Mr. Joseph W. Warne.
Mr. Albert Wheeler.
M1'. Arthur Whitehead.
Mr. Arthur Crawford Wyman.

So that the Society now consists of IS Royal, 5 Honorary, and 342
Ordinary Members, and the Council hopes and thinks that a steady
increase in our numbers will be maintained.
Your Council has the pleasure of adding to the original draft of
this report that Mr. Grant R. Francis has presided over the Meetings
on every occasion during the year; and congratulates him upon the
fact that the attendance at the May Meeting, when he read his paper
on " Jacobite Drinking Glasse"s, and their Relation to the Jacobite
Medals," was the best since, certainly, pre-war years.
The Treasurer, Sir William Wells, has given general satisfaction
in his lucid reports and simplified form of accounts.
The Library, under the able direction of Mr. Parsons, has proved
of increasing interest, and of easy access to all who wish to make
use of it.
Volume XVI of the Journal was due at this Meeting, but, by
reason of the Secretary's illness during the summer, its production to
time proved impossible, although most of it is now in print; and
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your Council, with regret, has to ask the indulgence of Members for
a few weeks' delay, but, subject to Mr. Andrew being able to complete
it, we hope to distribute it in the early part of the new year.
The Council has from time to time announced with gratitude the
financial help received from Mr. E. H. \Vheeler, and wishes to permanently record his munificence on two occasions during the past
year in its report. In January the President announced Mr. Wheeler's
donation of £roo towards the cost of Volume XVI, which was of great
assistance to the Journal funds; and in June Mr. Wheeler added a
further gift of £roo upon the occasion of his son's becoming a Life
Member of the Society.
Miss Farquhar, too, has given us a special donahoJ1 of £ro towards
the extra cost of her illustrations in the Journal, and Dr. R. T. CassaI,
with his usual treble subscription, and Mr. Bagnall have also helped
the Society. These gifts were duly acknowledged by votes of thanks
in Council and General Meeting, and appear in the accounts.
Generous additions to our Library have been made from time to
time, and acknowledged in our reports.
The attendance at Meetings has been very gratifying, and one or
two specially interesting, as well as numismatic ally important.
papers have marked the year under review.
To Mr. E. H. Wheeler and Mr. R. Montagu Simon our thanks are
due for acting as Auditors of the Society's accounts, and to Mr. R. M.
Simon and the Rev. J. G. Knowles for undertaking the duties of
Scrutators at the double ballot to be held this evening for the Officers
and Council, and the Sanford Saltus Medal.
In conclusion, we repeat our appeal to the Members generally to
make known the aims and objects of the Society to all who will assist,
even in a small way, in disseminating the knowledge and study of
British historical numismatics. It is the hope and aim of the Council
to bring the membership once more up to its maximum of 500, and,
although this may be the work of some years, we confidently appeal
for assistance to that end.
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MR. ANDREW'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

To the Members.
Lest any shadow of the past should darken our first Meeting of the
new year, I take this means of expressing my lasting gratitude to you
all for the beautiful tribute you have tendered to my dear \\life's
memory; and for lightening the heavy burden of my sorrow by
sharing it with me.

The Journal.
I would like to add that at the date of the accident Volume XVI
was more than half in · print, and the rest was nearly ready for our
printers, so I had reason to hope that it would have been issued at the
January Meeting. I should very much like to finish it, if I am able,
but, in addition to my natural distress, I am still suffering severe effects
of the accident, and unfit for any serioU3 literary work.
Therefore, I will ask you to kindly allow me the month of January
before I can decide whether I shall be able to continue the work, or
not. If 1 can, then the volume shall be issued so soon as it is possible,
for none regrets the delay more than
Your Secretary,

W.

J.

ANDREW.
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Accounts of Sir William Wells, F.S .A., Hon. TreaS'btrer.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED NOVEMBER 18TH, 1923.

~

~

CR.

DR.

Expenditure.

£

s. d.
59 6 11
14 17 0

To Printing and stationery . ..
" Postages
" Expenses of Meetings, including rent to 29th
40
September, 1923
" S1tndry expenses, including audit fee and Bank
charges for transfer of stocks
10
52
Secretary's travelling exp enses . ..
Balance being s'l-trpl1ts at this date transferred to
360
General Purposes Fund

~

Income.

19
3
10

14

By Subscriptions received for 1923 ...
" Subscriptions received: Arrears,
1922

<:-+.

£
259

s. d.
7 0

1111

0
0

6

£

270 18
53 19
010
200
10
2
1

0
0
2
1

8

~
~
~

0
2
6

~

C)-'

'"
~

UJ

o

~~

0
0
0
0

H

\.0
N

UJ

218
£538 10

s. d.

0

3

" Dividends and interest
" Sale of bacl~ volumes
DonationsMr. E. H. Wheeler
Miss H. Farquhar
Dr. Cassal
Mr. A. E. Bagnall

....'"

3

0

£538 10

8
UJ
UJ
V1.

BALANCE SHEET, N07Je1l1ber 18th, 1923.
s. d.
£ s. d.
Assets.
£ s. d. £
£
7 7 0 By Investments at cost or book val%e£109 18s. 5d. National War
Bonds, 1927, 5 per c~nt ... . 100 0 0
£150 National War Bonds,
5 5 0
5 per cent., 1928 ...
6 12 6
150 0 0
4 7 1
£1,050 Consols, 2t per cent ... . 577 10 0
£500 New South Wales 4 per
o 13 0
cent. Stock, 1933 ...
26 5 0
503 4 6
---43 2 7
£213 Is. 1d. India 3~ per cent.
Stock
200 0 0
" The J. Sanford Salt%s Medal
F1,mdCapital Account, per contra . ..
161 16 2
1,530 14 6
Income Account as at Novem" J. Sanford Salt$ts Medal F~md935
£166 14s. lId. India 3t per
ber 18th, 1922
Dividends received during year
cent. Stock, p er contra ... 161 16 2
492
- - --1 ,692
to date
The market value of the above
13 12 7
General P$trposes F1mdInvestments at November
As at November 18th, 1922 ... 1,752 12 9
18th, 1923, was £1,569.
Add Surplus for year transferred from Income and
" Library at. costExpenditure Account
360 14 6
As at November 18th, 1922 ... 147 9 0
- - - 2,113 7 3
Additions during year
435
This Account includes the sum of
151
£210 lIs. 9d. balance of the account for
Cash at Bank
495
1922, which, with the surplus for this year,
makes a total of £57 1 6s. 3d. available
for payment of Volume XVI of the
Journal , to be issued early in 1924.

I

Liabilities.
To S%bscriptions received in · advance
.. S$mdry creditors for expenses,
since paidAudit fee
Printing and stationery
Postages, etc ....
Insurance
Secretary's travelling expenses

£2,339

5 7

£2,339

s. d.

w
w

0\

~

o<:')
~
~

10

8

~

"".

~en

~

.,..,

~
~

12 5
2 6

5 7

AUDITORS' REPORT.
We beg to report to the Members that we have obtained all the informa tion and explanations we have required. Nothing has b een reserved
in the Accounts for the cost of Volume XVI of the Journal, a nd no credit h as been taken for subscriptions in a rrear.
We h ave examined · the above Bala nce Sheet with the books and vouchers of the Society, and are of opinion that, subject to the above
remarks, the same is properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the Society's affairs according to the best of our
information and the explanations given to us and as shown by the books of the Society.
Countersigned, E. H. WHEELER, R. M. SIMON.
GILBERTS, HALLETT & EGLINGTON, Chartered Accountants,
30, Throgmorton Street, E .C. 2.
26th November, 1923.
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OFFICERS AND COUNCIL
SESSION 1924Wusi?>ent.
GRANT R. FRANCIS.
@ice~(:preGi~entG .

STANLEY BOUSFIELD, M.A., M.D.
WILLIAM DALE, F.S.A., F.G.S.
MISS HELEN FARQUHAR.
MAJOR W. J. FREER, V.D., D.L., F.S.A.
LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A. '
THE REV. EDGAR ROGERS, O.B.E., M.A.

'ilirecfor.
FREDERICK A. WALTERS, F.S.A.

trea6urer.
SIR WILLIAM WELLS, F .S.A.

:!ifirarian.
H. ALEXANDER PARSONS.
~ect'efC\.t'l?

W.

J. ANDREW, F.S.A.
<Councif.

EDGAR M. BURNETT.
FRANK E. BURTON.
V. B. CROWTHER-BEYNON, M.B.E., M.A ., F.S.A.
LIONEL L. FLETCHER.
LORD GRANTLEY, D.L., F.S.A.
L. A. LAWRENCE, F.R.C.S., F .S.A.
RICHARD C. LO CKETT, F .S .A.
W ALTER L. POCOCK.
R. MONTAGU SIMON.
W. BERESFORD SMITH.
H. W. TAFFS, lYLB.E.
MAJOR K. P. VAUGHAN-MORGAN, O.B.E., M.P.
FRANK WARREN.
ERNEST H. WHEELER.
CHARLES WINTEH..

z

~u~ifot'£5.

I

R. lVIONTAGU SIMON.

LIONEL L . FLETCHER.

6:ort'ea-ponMng QttemSera- of t6e d:oundf.
AFR.ICA. SOUTH.-RoBERT A ABABRELTON. F.RE.S .. F.R.G.S.
AlVIERICA.

Chicago.-VIRGIL lVI. BRAND.

New York.-THoMAS L. ELDER.

A USTRALIA.-Adelaide.-ALFRED CHITTY.
CANADA.

British Colwmbia.-R L. REID, LL.B.

I

Montreal.-R. W. lVIcLACHLAN. J.P.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
ENGLAND.

Alford.-PROFESSOR F. P. BARNARD,

C. S. FELTRIM
FAGAN, F.RG.S.
Norwich.-LIEUT.-COL. R. F. BOILEAU,
J.P.
Plymouth.-J. ELLIOT SQUARE, F.R.C.S.

Exeter.-GENERAL

D.LITT. OXON., lVI.A., F.S.A.
Chelmsford.-M. E. HUGHES-HUGHES,
F.S.A., J.P ..
Cheltenham.-E. C. CARTER, lVI.D.
Chesterfield.-HERBERT PECK, lVI.D.

IRELAND.

Belfast.-VV'ILLIAM lVIAYES.
SCOTLAND.

Glasgow.-DAVID lVIURRAY, lVI.A., LL.D.,
F.S.A.

I

Montrose.-G. C. SUTTIE, F.S.A.ScoT.,
J.P.

WALES.

Wales, North.-WILLOUGHBY GARDNER, F.S.A., F.L.S .. F.R.G.S.

115onot'Mt?

~£5()i()fa.nf ~ect'efMt?

fo fOe Councif.

lVIISS D. H. ANDREWS.
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Ig03-4·
Ig05·
Ig06.
1907·
Ig08.
1909.
1910.
19l1.

Ig12.
Ig13 .
1914.
Ig15.
Ig16.
1917.
1918.
1919.
1920.
1921.
1922.
1922.
1923.
1924.

P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
W. J. ANDREW, F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P . CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A.
LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W. MORRIESON, RA., F.S.A.
LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A.
LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A.
LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A.
LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W . MORRIESON, F.S.A.
FREDERICK A. WALTERS, F.S.A.
FREDERICK A. WALTERS, F.S.A.
J. SANFORD SALTUS-till June 22nd.
GRANT R FRANCIS-jrom J~tne 28th.
GRANT R FRANCIS.
GRANT R FRANCIS.
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~cmforb ~~ftU6 <B'of~ o.neb~f.

This Medal is awarded by ballot of all the Members triennially" to the Member
of the Society whose paper or papers appearing in the Society's publications shall
receive the highest number of votes from the Members, as being in their opinion the
best in the interests of numismatic science."
The Medal was founded by the late John Sanford Saltus, Officier de la Legion
d'Honneur, of New York, a Vice-President of the Society, by the gift of £200 in
the year IgI0; and so that the triennial periods should he computed from the
inauguration of the Society the Rules provided that the Medal should be awarded
in the years 1910 and 19II, and thenceforward triennially.
MEDALLISTS.

IgI0. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton, D.L., F.S.A.
19l1. Miss Helen Farquhar.
Ig14· W. J. Andrew, F.S.A.
Ig17. L. A. Lawrence, F.S.A.
Ig20. Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morri eson, F.S.A.
Ig23. H . Alexander Parsons.
22
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ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, January 23rd, I924.
Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

The President read the correspondence and reported that Their
Majesties the King and Queen of Denmark, and Their Royal
Highnesses the Crown Prince and Crown Princess of Sweden, had
honoured the Society by becoming Royal Members.
He further announced that My. Ernest H. Wheeler had given
to Sir William Wells, F.S.A., their Honorary Treasurer, yet another.
cheque for £roo towards the revenue account of the Society;
and moved a special vote of thanks to him for this most generous
assistance, which was gratefully and unanimously passed.

THE JOHN SANFORD SALTUS TRIENNIAL GOLD MEDAL.

This medal, which had been awarded to My. H. Alexander
Parsons by the ballot of the Members at the Anniversary Meeting
on November 30th, was presented to him by the President, who said
that his research in the difficult regions of Anglo-Saxon numismatics
had received its just reward from the Society, and Mr. Parsons
now joined the select and distinguished company of Saltus Medallists,
with whom it was an honour for any numismatic author to be
associated.
My. Parsons very modestly replied, and acknowledged the
honour awarded to him by the Members.

Presentations.
By Mr. T. Hattori, the Society's representative III Japan:A fine medallic plaque in bronze bearing the portrait,
designed by My. S. Hata, of Dr. Y. Koga, with his name
and office in Japanese below. The inscription on the reverse,
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which it was interesting to notice was m English, was
DR. YOSHIMASA KOGA F C S
CHIEF OF THE OPERATIVE DEPARTMENT 43 YEARS IN THE SERVICE OF
THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE MINT CHIEF ASSAYER FOR
35 YEARS 1923 in eleven lines across the field, .the

workmanship of Mr. I. Sato, Engraver to the Mint.
This, as Mr. Hattori explained in his letter, was the
eighth of a series of portrait medals issued from the Mint of
Japan during the last twelve years. A vote of thanks,
moved from the Chair, was passed for this interesting gift.
By Mr. Coleman P. Hyman :-" An Account of the Coins,
Coinages, and Currency of Australia," by the donor.
M edallic Exhibitions.
By Mr. E. E. Needes :-Some medals of The Twenty-Third,
The Royal Welch Fusiliers, namely,
Military General Service medalsWith clasp, Egypt-T. Trump, corporal.
With clasp, Martinique-George Lywood.
With 10 clasps, Corunna, Ciudad-Rodrigo, Badajoz,
Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, St. Sebastian, Nivelle,
Orthes, Toulouse-William Lockett.
With I I clasps, Corunna, Albuhera, Ciudad-Rodrigo,
Badajoz, Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle,
Nive, Orthes, Toulouse-Serjeant J. Ingham.
\Vaterloo medal to the same recipient.
Crimea, medal with 3 clasps, Alma, Inkerman, SebastopolC. O'Connor.
Indian Mutiny, medal with 2 clasps, Relief of Lucknow,
Lucknow-Aaron Winter.
Ashantee, medal with I clasp, Coomassie-Private J. King.
Indian General Service medal, with I clasp, Burma, I885-87Private W. McGee.
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South Africa, 1899-1902, medal with 4 clasps, Cape Colony,
Tugela Heights, The Relief of Ladysmith, TransvaalPrivate D. Rees.
China, 1900, medal with I clasp, Relief of Pekin-Private
N. Padden.
Mr. N eedes explained that medals for Egypt and Martinique were rare in this Regiment; and that for St. Sebastian
particularly so, because The Twenty-Third was not represented
at the siege except by those men who volunteered from it
for the storming parties. Only two men were entitled to the
Peninsular medal with the same combination of I I clasps
as that exhibited.
By Mr. Thomas K. Mackenzie :-A numerous and very interesting collection of military medals, and a gorget, presented
to Indian Chiefs in North America. It was noticeable that
the average size of the medals was unusually large and
the presence of an official gorget unexpected.
By Mr. A. H. Baldwin :-Two beautiful badges in silver-gilt of
Sir Richard Brown, 1644.
By Mr. P. J. D. Baldwin :-The very beautiful badge of Garter
King of Arms about the close of the eighteenth century.
Two groups of medals, each including the Victoria Cross.
Mr. P. J. D. Baldwin exhibited and read a short paper
upon a silver medal which had been erroneously attributed
to the Anglo-Indian series of the eighteenth century,
because the representation of Minerva upon it had been
mistaken for that of Britannia, see Tancred, p. 219. It
bore the legend NON NISI DIGNO MDCCLXVI, and was
really a medal issued by the Minerva Lodge, Leipzig,
founded. in ,1 74I.
By Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon :-A uniface counter in silver
bearing the early portrait of Charles I by Nicholas Briot
in relief.
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By Mr. H. Alexander Parsons :-An example of the CVIVS EST
medal of Prince James Stuart, cast and chased in copper
gilt.
By Mr. Charles Winter :-A set of four silver-gilt badges showing
the use of the same reverse design by both Charles I and
his adversary, the Earl of Essex, namely,
Crowned bust of Charles I to right with outer legend
" Should hear both houses of parliamant for true
Religion and subjects fredom stand." Reverse, the
two Houses of Parliament with the King and Speaker;
wreath border. See M edall1:c Illustrations, I, p. 292,
No. 108.
Half-length figure, sword in hand, of the Earl of Essex
with SX above, and the same outer legend, and
same reverse as the preceding. Ibid., p . 295, No. II3.
Similar to the last, but without the border.
Bust of the Earl, nearly full faced but no legends. Reverse,
his arms within an oval shield surmounted by a
coronet. Ibid., p . 298, No. 117.
The gold badge of Sir Thomas Fairfax. Ibid., p. 318,
No. lSI.
These five badges were in unusually good state of
preservation.
By Mr. Frederick Bradbury of Sheffield :-Silv~r spoon with
the bust of Nelson over his signature for the handle and a
picture of the Victory embossed within the bowl, which
Mr. Bradbury had designed for sale in aid of the Victory
Fund.
A set of six old silver spoons bearing the hall-mark
for 1784-5, and a picture of the Royal George, sunk two
years before, embossed on the outside of the bowl, for
comparison with his design of the Victory.
A spoon commemorating the release from prison of
John Wilkes in 1763, by the design of a bird on the top of
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its empty cage and the motto I· LOVE· LIBERTY· This
design, the President remarked, occurred on drinking
glasses of the period, with the motto Wilkes and Liberty.
Probably its origin was to be found in the picture of Leonardo
da Vinci releasing the caged birds.
By Mr. W. J. Andrew :-Example in copper-gilt and perfect
state of the early _ Scottish medal, REGIT· VNVS .
VTROQVE, of Charles I by Nicholas Briot.
Miniature of parian wax in high relief and beautiful
work, signed AUG: CURIGER F: 9 IUIN 1811, and representing the charming bust of a babe in delicate lace cap,
frills and frock, full faced and wearing several orders over
its right shoulder: in original frame. 11r. E. E. N eedes
described it as a portrait of the titular" Napoleon II,"
only child of Napoleon and Maria Louisa of Austria, born
March 20th, r8rr, and therefore then not yet three months
old. The orders he was wearing were those of the Iron
Crown, and the Legion of Honour as Infant King of Rome.
He was better known as the Duc de Reichstadt and died
on July the 22nd, r832.

The Paper.
MILITARY

MEDALS

OF

THE

MID-SEVENTEENTH

CENTURY.

THE " SHREWSBURY MEDAL."

This paper, 'b y Miss Helen Farquhar, was read by the President
in the unavoidable absence, through indisposition, of the writer.
Miss Farquhar desired to draw the attention of those interested
in the Civil-War medals of r642-3 to a document ordering medals to
be struck in gold for the Loyalists of the County of Salop, who had
rallied to the King's banner at the beginning of the Civil War. This
was directed to Sir William Parkhurst and Thomas Bushell, Wardens
of the Mint at Oxford, under date " 23 day of January, r642-3,"
and commanded the distribution to "Our truehearted subjects from
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Our County of Salop ". of a more tangible reward than" Our verb all
thanks" for the loyalty they had displayed. "We have," wrote ·the
King, "therefore caused Our own Royall Image with that of Our
dearest Sonne, Prince Charles, to be impressed on a Medall of Gold
and a Commemoration of his welldeservings to whom it is designed
to be inscribed on the Reverse, whereby his Posterity may assume
the glory That their Ancestor stood Loyall to their Sovereigne when
the malignity of Rebellion had neere covered the face of this flourishing
Kingdom."
This document, which had not hitherto been published in full,
with its description of the two portraits appearing on one side of
the medal and space on the reverse for a special inscription, suggested
that the" Salop" medal could ·be none other than the uniface shell
or cliche, with jugate busts of King and Prince. It is described in
M edallic Illustrations oj British History as a " Military Reward" and
numbered 123. The double portrait was also used with a specially
designed reverse representing the King's standard, on the medal
presented, in June, 1643, to Sir Robert Welsh, or 'Walsh, who with
Sir John Smith was knighted on the field of Edgehill in October, 1642,
for recovering the Royal Banner from the enemy, and will be found
under the number 124 in the above-mentioned work.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, February 27th, 1924.
Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

Presentations to the Library.
By Me Harrold Edgar Gillingham of Philadelphia :-" Italian
Orders and Medals of Honour."
By Messrs. Spink and Son :-" Biographical Dictionary of
Medallists," Supplement, A to L; by L. Forrer.
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Exhibitions.
By Mr. J. O. Manton :-British stater of the uninscribed series,
weighing 96 grains. It was dug up recently during road
construction in Derby, and \-vas similar to that found at
Loughborough inr844, illustrated A, No. II, in "The Coins
of the Ancient Britons," by the late Sir John Evans.
By Mr. William C. Wells :- A series of coins of Edred and Edgar,
by the moneyer Thurferth, raising the inference that the
mint-names Han, and Ham, were used for Northampton at
that period.
By Mr. F. A. Walters :-Henry IV. Two pennies of the heavy
coinage and London mint, from the Highbury hoard and
Neck and Webb collections. Obverse + 1t..6rmlO x D x (!;
R6X 1t:rWI1 x ft x, reverse OlVITll S 110rmOR, r8 grains and
I4 grains. Mr. Walters explained that two other specimens
only were known, one from the Rashleigh sale, and the
other in the National Collection.
By Miss H elen Farquhar :-A collection of silver plaques engraved by Simon van de Passe and in beautiful state,
representing, Elizabeth; James I bareheaded; James I
in hat; Prince Charles, afterwards Charles I, with reverse,
arms; Prince Charles, with reverse, equestrian portrait;
Frederick of Bohemia with his wife Elizabeth, daughter of
James I, and their son Prince Frederick Henry; Henry IV
of France and Marie de Medici.
By Mr. Walter L. Pocock :-MedaJ III silver of the child
"Napoleon II, King of Rome," with portraits of his
parents Napoleon and Maria Louisa of Austria on the
reverse. Exhibited in -relation to the portrait in wax shown
by Mr. Andrew at the last Meeting.
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By Mr. W. J. Andrew :-" Jessop's Sketches of British Coins,"
being careful reproductions by hand of all the plates in the
first edition of Hawkins, by Arthur Jessop, 1853-1854;
mounted in an elaborate album.
By Mr. Lionel L. Fletcher :-Astronomical medal showing the
solar system, signs of the zodiac, etc. Probably engraved
by Ottley.
By Mr. A. E. Bagnall :-An interesting series of ten proofs;
patterns and "mules" from the guinea of 1791 to a
" muled " threepence of 1868.
By Mr. Frank E. Burton :-The series of crown, halfcrowll,
shilling and sixpence, also proofs silver-plated, gilt, and
copper, of the Arnold tokens of 1791. Mr. Burton read a
short paper, which is illustrated and printed in this volume
of the Journal, in which he corrected the error in the
location hitherto accepted for their actual issue.

Lecture.
A NUMISMATIC HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF STEPH:gN.
THE ORNAMENT SERIES OF

YORK-continued.

Mr. W. J. Andrew, F.S.A., continuedl his review of the above
series. Ornaments in the legends of coins were not peculiar to
York, he said, for they occurred on coins of the Durham mint, and
upon continental money of the period. He had been able to trace
back several of the curious designs of these ornaments to stamps
similarly impressed by punches upon the burial urns of the earliest
Saxon invaders, and no doubt intended in their mystic symbolism
as a protection against the evil spirits of the dead. Therefore it
1 From Proceedings, October 25th, 1922, and October 24th, 1923.
These
lectures are reported more fully than usual because they are in advance of the
next few chapters of the History, and will there be treated chronologically.
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was not improbable that in the twelfth century they still retained
a superstitious sanctity which would act as a deterrent against
mutilation by clipping. But the substitution of ornaments for letters
in the legend of money was only practicable when the design itself,
as was the case in the series under review, sufficiently disclosed the
mint and authority responsible for the legality and purity of the
issue.
The mint at York was entitled to three dies, one for the King,
and two for the Archbishop; and for reasons which he had given
the lecturer believed that Archbishop Thurstan, as tc Lieutenant of
the North," had initiated this medallic series to commemorate his
victory of the Standard in II38. He therefore converted the usual
sceptre of the King into a representation of the Standard on the obverse,
and contracted a thanksgiving to . St. Peter into the legend on the
reverse, Hawkins 271, for the design of his money from the two dies;
but the King's moneyer would probably then continue the ordinary
regal issue, Hawkins 270.
The aged Archbishop died in February, II40, and Stephen,
following the usual course,. appointed a sequestrator of the see.
Mr. Andrew believed that the sequestrator appointed was Robert
de Stutville, because he had been Sheriff of Yorkshire in II20 and
probably many times since; also, whilst others were rewarded with
earldoms and honours for their prowess in the Battle of the Standard,
he, who is expressly mentioned in the despatches of the chroniclers,
received nothing unless it was this very lucrative appointment.
The lecturer read an original manuscript record and pedigree of
the sixteenth century which identified this Robert de Stutville of
York with the Robert d'Estoteville the younger who, as recorded
by Ordericus, was taken prisoner by Henry I at the siege of Dive
in II06, and died before the close of the reign of Stephen. As before
explained, he was closely allied with Eustace FitzJohn through the
marriage of his daughter with the latter's son. This alliance,
Mr. Andrew believed, accounted for the mysterious abandonment of
the siege of Eustace's Castle of Malton after the Battle of the
Standard, and the peaceful reception into York in May, II4I, of
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its lord, although Eustace had been leader of the English section
of David of Scotland's invading army in the battle.
As Sequestrator, Robert de Stutville would continue the issue
of the deceased Archbishop's money-the "flag type "-from the
two ecclesiastical dies, but in the following January Stephen, with
his brother Henry, Bishop of vVinchester and now Papal Legate,
appointed their nephew William FitzHerbert, Treasurer of York,
to be the new Archbishop, but the appointment was strenuously
opposed in the chapter. It would be now that from one of the
archiepiscopal dies Hawkins, type 278 would be issued, for it depicts
Stephen as holding a sceptre surmounted by the silver pyx containing
the Host, which the chroniclers tell us was borne at the head of the
standard in the battle; but from the other ecclesiastical die Hawkins,
type 271 was probably continued, although, there was a type which
he, Mr. Andrew, thought might possibly replace that. Meanwhile
the type similar to British Museum Catalogue, Plate LIX, NO.7,
but with the King's name in full, would be the issue from the regal
die. This coin, and its successor, read on the reverse + WI • S
D· G"NET' A, interspersed with tbe York ornaments, which suggested WIlIe!111US DE GeNET A for \V"illiam of Ghent, A ~trifaber,
probably a wealthy Flemish citi2Jen of York, but he admitted that
two other, and more interesting, interpretations were possible, but
this seemed the most natural. Gilbert de Ghent, grandson of that
Gilbert de Ghent who brought over the Flemings to York in the
train of vVilliam's Queen at the Conquest, was yet another of the
leaders in the victory of the Standard.
Then followed the downfall of King Stephen at the instance of
the Earl of Chester at the Battle of Lincoln on February 2nd, II4I.
There was no king; and the lecturer believed that the two coins,
Hawkins type 279 and British Museum Catalogue No. 15, but from
(lifferent dies, were now issued from the two ecclesiastical dies in
the name of Henry the Bishop of Winchester, as Legate of the Churcb,
as Stephen's brother, and as, for the moment, head of the royal
party; whilst the regal die was merely jumbled so that Stephen's name
ceased to be readable as King, and NO.7 of the Catalogue resulted.
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It would be during Stephen's captivity only, and therefore
between February and November, II41, that any members of his
party would be likely to issue money in their own names, or indeed
in any name other than that of the king. Therefore the coins,
Hawkins 280, which read + RODBERTUS DE STV and presented an
equestrian portrait of Robert de Stutville with drawn sword, must
have quickly superseded NO.7 of the Catalogue, and been issued by
him from the regal die as Lieutenant of the North, and probably
Sheriff of Yorkshire, before .the end of May. They represented two
pairs of dies, so that it was possible that he ignored the customary
limitation.
'Towards the end of May David of Scotland came southward in'
force through Durham and York on his way to join Matilda, the
Empress, in London for her intended coronation on June 24th. He
was accompanied by Eustace FitzJohn, military leader of the party
of the Empress in the North, and now in right of his second wife,
heiress of the Fitz Nigels of Malton, hereditary Constable to the Earl
of Chester, the real victor at Lincoln; and the coins prove that
Eustace immediately took over the sequestration and government of
York, issuing the " lion" types, Ha wkins 282, and LX, No. 10 of
the Catalogu,e, from the archiepiscopal dies in sequestration, and the
" armed-figure" type, Haw kins 283 and 631, from the regal die,
or dies, as Lieutenant of the North, and" Protector" of York. As
he had treated these coins at the October Meeting, Mr. Andrew merely
added that the legend on the reverse of No. 631, + "ROMAS FILIuS VLF
was more likely to represent a son of Ulf, the contemporary moneyer
of York who had been. coining there since about II28, than Thomas
Fitz-Ulviet, Alderman of the York Guild of Merchants of the II30
Pipe Roll. Nothing could be more typical of the military occupation
of York than this armed portrait of the Earl of Chester's Constable
holding the drawn sword of state before him, and the badge of York
hanging from his girdle. The series issued by Eustace probably
continued from June, II41, to Easter, II42.
.
Stephen was released, and restored in the eastern counties of
England, in November, II41, and in the Lent of II42 advanced in
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force northward on his way to York. At Stamford he was met by
the four chief leaders of the party of the Empress in the Midlands and
North, the Earls of Warwick, Lincoln, and Chester, and Eustace
FitzJohn, who came to terms and made their peace with him.
Thence Stephen continued his military procession to York, where he
and his Queen Matilda kept Easter in state. Then it would be that
the" two-figure" type, Hawkins 281, would be issued in their joint
honour, which Mr. Andrew believed closed the ornament series.
He offered technical evidence from the coins themselves to support
the chronological sequence suggested; by linking them together
by the use of the same punches for the dies of successive types, by
the similarity of certain of the designs, by the introduction and gradual
disappearance of the legends and particularly of certain of the ornaments, and the change in form of certain letters. For instance, the
monogram D, for DE, of LIX, NO.7 of the Catalogue, appeared with
its accompanying ornament and the same letter G' on Hawkins 278,
the new letter a occurred on the coins of Robert and Eustace only,
and the monogram 1;, for TH, on that of the latter must be compared with the D.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, March 26th, 1924.
Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

The President announced that Their Majesties the King and
Queen of Sweden had honoured the Society by accepting Royal
Membership, and that both they and the Crown Prince and Crown
Princess of Sweden had kindly signed and returned the Royal Roll
which he had duly forwarded to them.
Mr. Joseph Bles, Mr. A. B. Chapman, Mr. Hamilton Clements,
Mr. Joseph Ford, Mr. Edmund Parsons, and Mrs. W. H. Tribute were
elected Members.
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Exhibitions.
By Mr. H. Alexander Parsons :. -The series of coins of Canute
in illustration of his lecture.
By Miss H. Farquhar :-Six coins of the same reign.
By Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon :-The following trade tokens of
the seventeenth century, being variants from, or additions
to the published lists, with references to Williamson's
edition of Boyne's" Seventeenth-Century Trade Tokens ":I.

Winch combe, Gloucestershire.

*" GEORGE· SKINER . IN I *" WINCHCQM . r657
Obverse design, a man making candles. Williamson
214- Rev.erse, G.E.S. in the centre. Williamson 217.
2.

Southwark.

*" AT· THE· COCKE· IN· LONG I l(- LANE · IN· SOVTHWARKE
Obverse design, a cock, the sign of the inn.
I.S.H. in the centre.

Reverse,

3. Presteign, Radnorshire.
@ IOSEPH
. GRONNOVS . IN I @ PRESTEEN . COVNTY
RADNOR I HIS HALF PENY in the centre.

Obverse design, the Grocers' arms .
4. Uncertain, Williamson 38 . .
WILLIAM . HALL

I

PAINES· BRINGS . GAINES

Obverse design, ,an orb surmounted by a cross,
within a tressure. Reverse, the Mercers' arms.
Williamson's description of the curious details of the
token described by him apply equally well to this
example.
2A
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By Mr. H. W. Taffs :-A trial striking for a medallic head of
Queen Victoria in the early years of her reign. The signature on the truncation seemed to be J .E.

Lecture.
THE ANGLIAN COINS OF CANUTE, A.D.

1016-1035.

Speaking from notes, Mr. H. Alexander Parsons, under this
heading, continued his treatise on the coins of the later Anglo-Saxon
kings, for which he had recently been awarded the Saltus medal;
and after reviewing the salient events of the period, and the classifications of Canute's coins in our text-books, showed that an
inordinately large number of types had hitherto been allocated to this
reign of nineteen years, rising, in the case of the British Museum
Catalogue of Anglo-Saxon coins, to twenty types. He attributed this
multiplication of issues to three main reasons: 1. Scandinavian issues
or imitations, such as those described as Hildebrand, types C and D.
2. Assays or patterns, such as Hildebrand, type F.
3. Unauthorised
issues, such as Hildebrand, types A and B. Eliminating these issues,
together with certain muled coins which had been given the rank of
substantive types, Mr. ' Parsons reduced the entire series of coins to
five distinct issues, or types, only, which he placed in the following
chronological order : -,
Hildebrand, E : Hawkins, 212 : Museum Catalogue, VIII.
21 3
XIV.
G
"
"
"
"
"
208
XVI.
H
"
"
"
"
" 3·
20 9
XVII.
I
"
"
"
"
" 4XX.
2II
K
"
"
"
" 5·
"
In arriving at this sequence of the types he explained that he
had used the ordinary means afforded by the evidence of hoards,
mules, designs, and inscriptions; but stated that he had not attached
much value to the first two factors, and after the initial issue, there
was only one mule known of the coins of Canute, and that not one of
two consecutive issues. The designs afforded evidence of the late

Type

1.

2.
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issue of types 4 and 5, whilst the inscriptions on the obverse, 'vvhich in
this reign showed transition from the invariable use of the territorial
title to its exclusion, afforded evidence of the position and order of
types I and 2, as did the transition of the word MO to ON with their
respective modifications, in the reverse legends. The sequence of the
middle types was indicated by the change in the form of some of the
letters, notably s to :s:, and 6 to E. In addition to these usual
methods of test, Mr. Parsons brought under notice certain special
features, such as the imitations of Anglo-Saxon coins minted in
Dublin, as evidence of the date of Canute's first type; and the
presence of symbols and double names on the coins. Double names
in the reverse inscriptions, he believed, superseded the symbols in this
reign, and thus clearly proved the sequence in the order given above.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, April 23rd, 1924.
Mr. GRANT R. FRANCIS, President, in the Chair.
Mr. Ferris P. Merritt, of New York, was elected to membership.

Presentation to the Library.
By Messrs. Spink and Son :-The thirty-first volume, I923, of
their Numismatic Circular.
A vote of thanks was passed to Messrs. Spink for the continued
annual gift in bound form of this interesting and profusely illustrated series.
2A2
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Exhibitions.
By Mr. Ernest H. Wheeler :-A series of eleven silver pennies of
Canute, illustrating the unusual and interesting variations
of the reign; with references to the British Museum Catalogue
for the types.
Type

1.- w before the king's face on the obverse, and a
pellet in two of the angles of the reverse
cross.
II.-Shrewsbury mint.
VII1.-With large oval pellet in one quarter of the
reverse .cross, and of the mint believed by
Hildebrand to be R etford but corrected by
Major Carlyon-Britton to Hertford in the
sixth volume of the Society's Journal, pages
35-3 6.
X.-Exeter mint.
XIV.-Lincoln mint. 1< before the bust on the obverse,
and the usual broken annulets on the reverse
replaced with solid pellets of similar form.
XIV.-Variety A. London mint. Of this variety one
example only was known to Hildebrand and
it was of the same mint; but another, of the
York mint, was jn the British Museum.
XV1.-Oxford mint. Of this variety only three
examples, one of London and two of
Norwich, were recorded by Hildebrand.
XV1.-Of the Lincoln mint, but sceptre pommee.

XVII.-Thetford mint. The sceptre fleury held by the
left hand, as plate xix, figure 2.
XVII.-Variety A. Oxford mint. The sceptre pommee
not held at all. Hildebrand records only two
examples of this variety, both of London.
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Type XIX.-Aylesbury mint, formerly attributed to Harthacnut, but believed by Mr. Parsons, volume XI,
page 25 of the Society's Journal, to be of this
reIgn . .
By Mr. F. A. Walters :-Charles II. Half-crown by Simon of
the first issue of the hammered coinage, without numerals of
value. Half-crown by Simon of the second issue, with the
numerals and without the inner circle.
By Mr. H. W. Taffs :-An unrecorded seventeenth-century token
of Exton, Rutland. Obverse THOMAS EDMONDS = arms;
reverse, OF . EXTON = T . I . E.

Papers.
WAS THERE A MINT AT NORTHAMPTON IN ANGLO-SAXON TIMES?

Mr. William C. Wells continued his claims for the reattribution
of the coins reading H7\MTVN for their mint-name from Southampton
to Northampton, and instanced the evidence of the moneyer Baldric.
The name Baldric, he said, appeared upon our money from the
time of Athelstan to that of Edgar, but only at this debatable mint
and at Bedford upon those types that bore any place-names at all.
This fact suggested the double presumption that the name represented
the same moneyer, and that both mints were in Mercia. The coins
were few, but he exhibited three and described five others. Of the
three, one was of the small-cross type of Edgar, and read +B/\LDRIC
MONET/\ . N . /\M.
It was illustrated as lot 1039 in the CarlyonBritton sale catalogue of 1916, and there described as "the only
known coin of this king which can be attributed with certainty to
Northampton." Another was of Edred and illustrated in the same
catalogue as lot 1002, being similar in type to Ruding xx, 23. It
read B7\LDR I IC MOE, for Baldric monetarius, and had the letter s,
rr.versed, in the field of the obverse, a symbol which, Mr. Wells
thought, would be admitted as peculiar to the coins of Mercia. If
these two examples were compared, for instance, with the reading
+B/\LDRIC M-O H/\MTV on that of Edgar's type VI in the British

, ..
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Museum the case for Northampton seemed to him complete.
paper is printed in this volume.

The

"THE CYCLE."

The President, Mr. Grant R. Francis, exhibited the original
min u te-book of the famous J aco bite Society, known as "The Cycle," a
privilege for which he was indebt ed to Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon
and to the latter's relatives, Mr. and Miss Elwes, of Gwernhayled,
where many of its meetings were held. "The Cycle" he said was institutedon the 10th of June, 1710, the twenty-second birthday of Prince
James, the Jacobite titular" King J ames III," by the Stuart partisans
in North ·Wales and Cheshire; and after reading its rules and explaining the leading part it played in the vicissitudes of a losing
cause in England, h e came to the time when it abandoned politics
for more p eaceful and social attractions. This seems to h ave b een
marked by the election of the Dowager Lady Williams-Wynn, of
Wynnstay, as Patroness, on February 14th, 1780, and to have been
followed by the interesting resolution of February 5th, 1781, duly
recorded in the minutes as
Mr. Eyton's Cycle. It was proposed by Mr. Eyton, seconded by
Mr. Aldersey, and assented to nem. con., that the Members
of the Cycle present their worthy Patroness Lady Dowager
Williams Wynn with a Medal to b e struck and mounted in
an elegant manner, and desire that she will do them the
honour to wear it as a mark of their esteem and respect.
Mr. Francis then exhibited a drawing in colour of this very
elaborate medal or badge, and other drawings and illustrations of
interest; reminding Members, as he had explained to them last
May, that the word Fiat on the Jacobite drinking glasses was the
" word" of "The Cycle," and that the original bowl for the water
over which" the King's health" was drunk was still preserved at
Wynnstay.
The medal will be illustrated when the paper appears in full in
the Journal.
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ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, May 28th, 1924.
Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

Pres entations.
By the Director of the British Museum :-" A Guide to the
Exhibition of Historical Medals in the British Museum."
By Mr. Charles 'Winter :-A medallic plaque in bronze commemorating The British Empire Exhibition, 1924, designed
by the Donor and modelled by Mr: F. Bowcher..

Exhibitions.
Jacobite and Stuart medals and relics, including the following : By Miss Helen Farquhar in illustration of her paper :-A
numerous series of the medals and prints portraying Prince
Charles Edward and his father Prince James.
A beautiful locket in enamelled gold and pearls containing
Prince Charles's hair, and sent by him from France to
Flora Macdonald after his escape in 1746.
A roughly enamelled ornament copied from Sir Robert
Strange's print of the Prince in Highland dress.
Halfpenny of William and Mary engraved" Prince Charles
for Ever."
By Mr. A. H. Baldwin :-Uniface medal of Prince Charles
Edward, or proof of the obverse die for a medal, in tin,
diameter one and nine-sixteenths of an inch. The design
is similar to that of the Amor-et-spes medal, but the English
motto LOOK LOVE AND FOLLOW is substituted for the
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Prince's name and title. No such medal had been preserved, and this proof was the sole evidence of its existence
or even intention in our historical series. In view of
Miss Farquhar's paper it was of special interest.
By the President, Mr. Grant R. Francis :-Three portraits of the
Prince.
By Mr. S. M. Spink :-A series of thirteen medals of the Prince,
noticeable for the beauty of their condition. The references
are to Medallic Illustrations, volume z.
MICAT INTER OMNES, in silver and bronze; 492-34.

This medal was issued in I729 when the Prince was
eight years old.
HVNC

SALTEM

EVERSO

IVVENEM,

I729,

bronze;

493-35·
CAROLUS WALLIlE PRINCEPS, I745, reverse BRITANNIA
AMOR ET SPES, three examples in silver, both sizes,

and bronze; 600-25I.
REVIRESCIT, I750, "The Medal of the Oak," in silver

and bronze, a third example, in silver, ha.:d a loop
for suspension; 655-359'
SEMPER ARMIS NUNC ET INDUSTRIA, I750, bronze;

65 6-360.
REDEAT MAGNUS ILLE GENIUS BRITANNIlE, 1752,

silver; 670-380.
Prince Charles's marriage medal, I772, in silver and
bronze.
By Mr. F. A. WaIters :-Silver medal of Pope Benedict XIV,
I743, with reverse the monument in St. Peter's to Maria
Clementina styled Queen of Great Britain. Also the
MICAT INTER OMNES medal in bronze.
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By Mr. Charles Winter :-The Duke of Cumberland's gold medal
of 1746, by Yeo, awarded to Lieut.-General .Wren of the
46th Regiment.
By Mr. W. J. Andrew :-A series of sixteen medals issued by
or for the Jacobite Princes in exile, including an example
of the MICAT INTER OMNES medal in bronze with plain
edge.
Memorial ring, enamelled in gold and enclosing a lock of the
auburn hair of the unfortunate Princess Elizabeth; second
daughter of Charles I, who died a state prisoner at Carisbrooke Castle in 1650, aged fifteen years. It was inscribed
ELIZABETH 2d DAVGHTER [ OF ye LATE KING
CHARLES [ DECEcn D SEPT 8TH MDCL, and was worn by

the Prince Consort at the unveiling in 1856 of Marochetti's
monument to her memory erected by Queen Victoria in
Newport Church, Isle of Wight.
By Mr. Thomas G. Barnett :-Silver dessert spoon, hall-marked
York, 1679-80, by Thomas Mangy, into the trifid end of
which some anti-Jacobite had, at a later date, set a twopenny piece of William and Mary. Also a pair of Stuart.
spoons, of 1669-70, beautifully worked in silver gilt.
General :By Mr. Walters :-Silver penny of lEthilheard, Archbishop of
Canterbury, 790-803, and Coenwulf, King of Mercia,
794-818 . Obverse + 7\EILHE7\RD AR with EP, retrograde,
as the central design, for AEILHEARD ARchiEPiscopus,
but the E of EP was of minuscule character; reverse
+COENVVLF REX, with m, for Mercia, in the . centre.
Compare Ruding, xiii, 4.
By Mr. Winter :-Eight bronl'ie plaques illustrating London in
19 2 4.
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Paper.
PORTRAIT-MEDALS OF PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD STRUCK BETWEEN
THE YEARS

I745

AND

I752.

Under this heading Miss Helen Farquhar in a very interesting
paper called attention to evidence in the Stuart Papers which
suggested that certain medals which had hitherto been attributed
to Thomas Pingo were ordered by Prince Charles from Charles
Norbert Roettiers in France. The correspondence disclosing this
proved that Charles Norbert Roettiers had prepared dies for a
medal which, according to other evidence, was of the "Amor et
Spes" design, but that the permission of Louis XV would be required
before the issue could be struck, because Roettiers was an official
·of the French Mint. The political situation having become strained
in I748 Charles was finally compelled to leave France, but, as payments were made to Roettiers for striking medals, this permission
would seem to have been granted, but the artist's initials, as to which
a question was raised in one of Charles's letters, were apparently
omitted.
The attribution to Pin go had been based upon evidence published
in the middle of the last century in "Notes and Queries," which
disclosed that the accounts of the Jacobite Club in London, known
as The Society of the Oak, included payments to "Mr. Pingo"
for striking medals which had been identified with that known as
" The Medal of the Oak" distributed to the members of the Club
in I750' Although not so stated in the accounts, the frequent payments to Thomas Pingo for striking raised the inference that he also
made the dies; and the likeness in technique of these Oak, or
REVIRESCIT, medals to those bearing the motto AMOR ET SPES
warranted a tentative ascription of the latter also to this artist.
Miss Farquhar now suggested that not only were the latter
medals the work of Roettiers but also the reverse die and possibly the
head-puncheon from which Pin go shuck the Oak medals. Being,
however, for the political reasons already given, unwilling to assume
public responsibility for the design, Roettiers would seem to have
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substituted ·for his usual initials on the reverse die the symbol or
cipher of a rock, perhaps the rebus rots for Roettiers, that had
already appeared upon the Amor-et-Spes medal. She was indebted
to Mr. Andrew for calling her attention to this interesting symbol
upon both issues, and to other evidences of identity in the technique
of the two medals. These facts strengthened the case for attributing
both to one artist, and the present evidence from the Stuart Papers
indicated that this artist was almost certainly Charles Norbert
Roettiers.
The other medals bearing the head of the Prince were inferior
in both portraiture and workmanship and probably copies by another
hand. The -charge in the Oak Society's accounts for making one
die might have been necessitated by some breakage, or Pingo might
have made the obverse die from the Roettiers puncheon , But
Miss Farquhar inclined to the view that if the Amor-et-Spes and
the Oak medals were to be thus transferred to Roettiers, the large
medal with the similar design but differing inscription and of inferior
execution might be assigned to Thomas Pingo. (The paper is printed
in this volume.)

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, June 25 th , 1924.
Mr. GRANT R. FRANCIS, President, in the Chair.

Exhibitions .
Illustrative of Mr. Crowther-Beynon's paper:By Mr. V. B. Crowther-Beynon :-Coin-weights to check the
Portuguese money circulating in England in the eighteenth
century.
By Mr. L. A.Lawrence :-A series of modern forgeries in good
silver of the half-crown and florin-
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General :-By Mr. W. ]. Andrew:-Silver penny of Henry I; _obverse
"eNRIOVS Rex, reverse + eve + RARO • ON • ev , York.
The diesinker seemed to have mistaken the first three
letters in the moneyer Everard's name for that of the
mint and had therefore added the usual initial cross. This
suggested that the officials worked by the eye rather than
education.
By Mr. Edmund Parsons :-Half groat of Edward IV, of the
Canterbury mint recently found at Andover.
By Mr. L. L. Fletcher :-A series of fourteen ferry tokens.

Notes.
Mr. E. J. French contributed an account of the recent discovery
of a hoard of Tudor silver coins upon the farm of Mr. Robert Craigie
at Harristown, St. Margaret's, County Dublin. It comprised about
a hundred English shillings and sixpences of the reigns of Edward VI
and Elizabeth, but mainly of the latter. So far as Mr. French had
been able to ascertajn, the coins did not add any varieties to the
published lists.
Mr. William C. Wells, in support of his contention that the
Anglo-Saxon and Norman series of coins bearing the mint-name
Hamtun should be removed to Northampton, whilst that with the
name Hamwic should be left to Southampton, and coins bearing
the contraction Ham-, which is common to both names, should be
classified so far as possible by the identification of their moneyers,
exhibited three coins of the reign of Eadwig. These he read
respectively as BOI/\ MO HAM, VV)ERIN MO HAM, and HILDVLF
MO H/\N, the last three letters being inverted; and he showed
by comparison with coins of the immediately preceding and
succeeding reigns that these moneyers were more . likely to be
Merdan than Wessex. For instance, the name Boia or Boiga
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occurred under Athelstan at Chester and Derby, under Eadwig at
Bedford, but under Eadgar at Chester, Canterbury and Wilton.
On some coins of Eadwig the letter M appeared in the field of Boia's
Issues.

Paper.
AN EIGHTEENTH- CENTURY COIN-CLIPPER.

Mr. V. B . Crowther-Beynon, M.B.E., F.S.A., read a paper with
this title, which was based on a numismatic curiosity, which had
.recently come into his possession, namely, a shilling of 'William III
wrapped in a paper b,earing the inscription "Shillg milJd by
Mr. Guests Engine 15 th Octo r 1767 who was executed the day
before for filing and milling Guineas." He had succeeded in finding
the full report of Guest's trial at the Old Bailey, in September, 1767,
and was therefore able to bring before the Members not only an
exarnple of the clipping, but the evidence in the case which convicted the clipper. Such offences against the coinage were made
high treason and punishable by death under a series of Acts in
the reigns of William III and Anne, and so continued until 1832,
when the death penalty for these crimes was abolished. It appeared
that Guest was a " teller" in the Bank of England, and suspicion
was first directed against him by a bank colleague who ' observed
that Guest, when paying over cash to customers, was in the habit
of taking part of the gold coins required for the purpose, out of a
bag in his drawer. On the 4th of July a customer who had just
received thirty guineas from Guest, was interrogated and the money
examined, when some of the coins were found to be of short weight
and to bear an apparently new milling. Under a search warrant,
an examination of Guest's house was made, when various tools and
appliances suitable for the commission of the offence in question,
were discovered, together with a considerable quantity of gold filings.
A workman from the Royal Mint was called as a witness, and with
the aid of Guest's" engine" was able to apply to some guineas a
milling which was indistinguishable from that on the guineas to
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which the charge related. A jeweller, who on several occasions
had sold gold ingots on Guest's behalf, also gave evidence against
the prisoner. The only witnesses, apart from those as to character,
called for the defence were some makers of scientific instruments
and clocks, who expressed their opinion that Guest's apparatus
would be equally useful for purposes connected with their own
trade.
The prisoner was sentenced to death, and a brief account,
extracted from the Gentleman's Magazine, of his subsequent execution at Tyburn, was given. Unfortunately no description of the
machine employed by Guest was present in the report of the trial.
It seemed clear that it was a mechanical contrivance of an effective
kind, and an examination of the William III shilling exhibited
rev,e aled the very fine quality of the milling, although it differed from
that on the contemporary guineas of the period, in consisting of
straight, instead of the usual curved, lines. This difference, however,
would not be noticeable, except under a very close inspection, and
it was evident that Guest had been able to carryon his nefarious
practices for some considerable time, without detection.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, October 22nd, I924Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

The President read the names of the Officers and Council
nominated for the ensuing year, and at his instance Mr. R. Montagu
Simon and Mr. Lionel L. Fletcher were appointed Auditors of the
accounts, and Mr. H. Alexander Parsons and Mr. H. W. Taffs
Scrutators of the ballot.
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Presentations to the Library.
By Mons. Adolphe Dieudonne, Les Monnaies Franc;aises, by
the donor.
By Messrs. Sotheby Wilkinson and Hodge, the series of their
Numismatic Sale Catalogues, priced and named, for the
year.

Exhibitions.

In illustration of Mr. Andrew's lecture : By Mr. F. A. Walters :-The silver penny of the Empress.
Matilda illustrated plate lxi, no. 4, of the British Museum
Catalogue; and an unpublished example of the type there
illustrated as nos. 7 and 8 of plate lviii, but reading on the
reverse + w. . . . . . . . NT.
By Mr. E. H. Wheeler:- Penny similar to the last, reading
+ SXNSVN 0 XNTOI.
By Mr. Thomas G. Barnett :-An unusually well struck example of Stephen's first type by + PIBERT ON GOPE,
Gloucester.
By Mr. H. Alexander Parsons :-Varieties of the same type of
Leicester and Ipswich, with tiny annulets at the base of the
fleurs of Stephen's crown; of York, with the head of a
crozier at the commencement of the reverse legend; and
of Hereford, of Angevin character.
By Mr. William C. Wells :-A series of pennies struck by the
moneyer PAlEN:, PAEN:, or PAEN:, ON: NORhXM,
or hAMTV, and an imitation of the period reading
+ PIIEII : Olii : 1I1IITIX: for + PXEN : ON : ANTIX: the
Northampton moneyer.
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General : By Mr. H. W. Taffs :-Sixpence of Elizabeth, dated r60r and in
unusually fine state for·hammered money.
By Mr. William Dale :-A shilling of Charles I of light weight.

V:

By Mr.
B. CrowtheF-Beynon :-A seventeenth-century token
of Bristol, diamond shaped, with the arms upon a shield;
which was a combi.nation not previously recorded.
Paper.
SOME MONEYERS, MINTS, AND COINS OF THE REIGN OF STEPHEN.

Mr. \V. ]. Andrew, F.S.A., commenced what he hoped "vould be
a series of addresses under the above title with the mints of : -

Carlisle, Corbridge, and Newcastle. His attribution to
Corbridge had been questioned, and the inclusion of Newcastle. as a
mint at this period had no~ previously been suggested. The discovery
of rich silver mjnes near Carljsle in IIz8 had been followed immedi-ately by the institution of a mint at Carlisle, and later by the appointment of Erebald, or Erembald, for the name appeared in both forms
on the coins and jn the records, as the Crown-lessee of the mines and
chief moneyer of the mint, for the two were worked together. He
was still there when, upon Stephen's accession, David of Scotland,
in the interests of his niece, the Empress Matilda, and no d_o ubt
attracted by the wealth of the output of silver, revived his old claim
to Waltheof's earldom of Bernicia, and in II36 seized Carlisle,
Newcastle, etc. Under David the standard of the output from the
mines at once deteriorated, and as the silver was supplied to all the
northern mints that fact explained the very brittle character of
" the ornament series" issued at York, and the unusual quality of the
metal of the coin of the Empress Matilda exhibited by Mr: \Valters
that evening. On this question the lecturer ·had consulted the wellknown Professor of Geology, Sir \Villiam Boyd Dawkins, who replied,
" I should think that the silver was obtained from the lead, and that
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the difference between Carlisle silver and normal was due to the
lead, and perhaps other impurities such as zinc not having been
removed."
Erem bald lived long enough to coin for Prince Henry of Scotland
at Corbridge on the expedition which resulted in the rout of the .
Scottish army at the Battle of the Standard, and it is even possible
that he fell in the battle, for we know from Domesday, under Hereford, that the moneyers were not exempt from military service. He
was succeeded both as Crown-lessee of the mines and as moneyer by
his son William Fitz-Erembald who paid a rent of £roo, and later
of £200, and in his generation issued more money than probably
any other moneyer. In the records his name appeared sometimes
as Willelmus filius Erembaldi and sometimes as ·William the Moneyer.
He was therefore coining for the Scottish king at Carlisle when
David, in the spring of II4I, set out with his Court upon his long
journey through York and Nottingham to attend the proposed
coronation of the Empress at Westminster on June 24th-an intention
frustrated by the Londoners. David had always issued money at
Carlisle in the name of Stephen for circulation in England, and now
he would naturally change that to the name and title of his niece
Matilda, especially as he would need English money for the expenses
of his joumey. That the change was quite recent and on the spur
of the moment was evidenced by the fact that the three coins known
to Mr. Andrew, of which Mr. Walters exhibited one and another was
a mere fragment, were found together at Nottingham in 1880 and
were all from the same pair of dies. Their standard, design, lettering,
workmanship, Latin inscription, and spelling, all indicated Scottish
origin, and when read together their legends were : MATILLIS:
IMP, reverse +PILEMER: J:XRDXI: .
. The contraction Wilem was quite usual, and Latin reverse
inscriptions not infrequent on Scottish coins of the period. Extended
therefore the legend was + WILElMus filius ERembaldi, as in the
records. That construction did not stand alone because on ordinary
coins of Carlisle William's name was contracted, and in two instances
at least was also followed by the inibal E.
2B
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Corbridge.-The coin issued by Prince Henry of Scotland at
Corbridge, being intended for circulation in England, was an imitation
of Stephen's first type, Hawkins 270, and read + hENRII:VS:,
reverse, + EREBALD ON :COLEB:. Very probably it was struck
by Henry as Earl of Northumberland when the Scottish Court was
there just prior to the Battle of the Standard in II3B. Objection
had been taken to the spelling Coleb' for Corbridge, but it was the
Scottish form of the name, and not infrequently used in our own
Pipe Rolls where, for instance, we were told that Roger de Stutville
spent £6 in rebuilding the mill at " Colebrige " which had been burnt
down in the Scottish war. Corbridge was then a borough, and
Prince Henry is believed to have had his palace there, and some of
his few located charters bear its name, one, at least, o£ them being
witnessed there by Eustace Fitz-John. The name Erebald was the
northern form of modern Archibald, and when in IIS7 Northumberland was surrendered to Henry II there was an Archibald de Corbridge
resident there. Possibly he was another son of the Carlisle moneyer;
possibly he was himself the Corbridge moneyer.
Newcastle.-Our chroniclers, particularly Matthew of Westminster, told us very precisely that Carlisle, Bamborough, and
Newcastle were surrendered to Henry II in IIS7, and that the first
issue of his money was not until the following year; yet the Pipe
Rolls were equally precise in recording that at the date of the transfer
William Fitz-Erembald was still lessee of the mines, and when
Newcastle was first brought into the accounts, in IIS9-60, he was
already known as, and usually termed, " the Moneyer of Newcastle."
There was just a bare margin for possibility between the dates, but
it was improbable that a new mint could have been established and
its moneyer have acquired a new descriptive name, whilst the affairs
of the borough would be in a state of disorder caused by transfer
from one government to another; nor were there any expenses
then recorded for the establishment of such a mint. In that case,
what had William Fitz-Erembald been coining at Newcastle?
It seemed quite certain, said Mr. Andrew, that with the
exception of the Corbridge coins, the whole of Prince Henry's issues
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of money as Earl of Northumberland, and a series of imitations of
Stephen's money, were issued from the Newcastle mint as established
by him. He would coin these only within his earldom, and where else
was it likely to have been? Newcastle was already a borough, it was
the chief town and the resort of the merchants of Northumberland,
most of Prince Henry's located charters were granted there, and when
King David caused fealty to be 'sworn to the Prince's second son,
William, as ultimate heir to the earldom, the ceremony was held at
Newcastle. But even the Latin versions of English names were
foreign to the Scottish tongue, and just as David had varied that of
Carlisle upon his money, so Henry might be expected to vary the
usual" Castellum Novum " of Newcastle.
Titles were then still tribal, as opposed to territorial ,; hence
Stephen was King of the English and Duke of the Normans; David
King of the Scots and Lord of the Galwegians; Prince Henry,
after he was Earl, had described himself on a coin in Mr. S. M.
Spink's collection as " Lord of the Niduarians," and William de
Mohun on two of his coins was "Lord of the Durotriges" -the
tribal race of Dorset and Somerset.
At the very time that Prince Henry was instituting his coinage
for Northumberland, his neighbour Richard, Prior of Hexham, 'was
writing his History of the Battle of the Standard and reporting
that the Scottish army included" Deirans, Bernicians, Northumbrians, a~d Cumbrians." It was over this old race of Bernicians,
with the exception of those in the see of Durham, that the former
earls of Northumberland had ruled, and Prince Henry's claim as
Waltheof's heir had therefore been to Bernicia, but Stephen had
compromised with a grant of an earldom of Northumberland only,
the land of the inner tribe of Bernicians known as the Ottadeni.
Therefore they could well understand that, if Prince Henry, when
choosing his tribal title for the money, followed the custom of the
Prior of Hexham he would if at peace with Stephen and coining
money in Stephen's name for circulation in England, describe
" it as the capital, or " City of the Ottadeni"; but
Newcastle upon
when he was coining independently in his own name for his own
2B2
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people in Northumberland as part of Scotland, he would exercise his
full claim and describe Newcastle as the" City of the Bernicians."
Mr. Andrew would now illustrate this by examples of the three
earlier issues of Prince Henry, but the rest, which included other
types, fell into line, as he hoped to show on a future occasion :I.

Obverse: +STIFENE RE.
first type.

An imitation

of

Stephen's

Reverse: +: WI : LEL : M: OJiI : CAST: British Museum
Catalogue, lxix, 4; similar to Hawkins 6z9 which also was
of that series.
In this instance, the money being for circulation in England, the
English form "Castrum super Tinam," as used, for instance, by
Henry de Knyghton, or Castellum Novum, was adopted, and the
attribution to William Fih-Erembald and Newcastle seemed convmcmg.
2.

Obverse: + STIFNE RE. Similar to No . 1.
Reverse: +: WILEL: JiI : OJiI : OBCI. Plate lix, No. z.

The curious arrangement of the .colons and the form of lettering
of this coin clearly identify it with the same moneyer and mint as
No. I. The theta was still in use in Scotland, also occasionally on
English money, and the letter resembling a B was generally accepted
as such, and served the double purpose of TH and TT. The name
was therefore either OTHCI or OTTCl.
On this and the next
variety the C1 appeared and no doubt represented Civitas. The
extension of the name would therefore admit OTTadinorum CIvitas,
but, if preferred, OTHadinorum would also meet the case.
3. Prince Henry's ordinary issue as Earl of Northumberland.
bearing his name and title as Earl on the obverse, with : Reverse: +: WILEL : JiI : OJiI : CI : B.

Plate lix, No.

I.

Except for the Earl's name instead of Stephen's on the obverse,
and variation in the spelling of the mint name, this coin was identical
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with No.2; in fact either one of the reverse dies must have been
merely altered, or both copied from the same model. So the identity
of both moneyer and mint seemed now to be established for the
complete series of these three varieties. Of these, NO.3, representing
as it did Henry's ordinary issues for currency amongst his own
subjects, bore the description of Newcastle which admitted extension
to CIvitas Berniciorum.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING.

December 1st, 1924, for St. Andrew's Day, Sunday, November 30th.
Mr.

GRANT

R.

FRANCIS,

President, in the Chair.

Exhibitions.
In illustration of Mr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton's paper :By Mr. F. A. Walters :-Edward IV. Groats; obverse with
mint-mark, cross No. I of the paper, pierced, on the obverse,
sun on the reverse; cross NO .2 on the obverse and sun on
the reverse. Angel, cross NO.3, obverse, only. Groat,
cross NO.3, obverse and reverse. Henry VI, restored.
Groats, obverse, cross NO . 4, reverse, lys; cross NO.5,
obverse and reverse. Edward IV. Groats; obverse, large
annulet, reverse, NO.3; obverse, large annulet, reverse
trefoil; obverse and reverse, small annulet; obverse,
small annulet, reverse annulet enclosing pellet.
By Mr. R. C. Lockett :-Edward IV. Nobles, .two varieties
with mint-mark lys; angel of the period of the mint-mark
cross fitchee. Henry VI. Angels, Bristol mint, reading
he:nRIaV and he:nRXOVS, with mint-mark pierced cross.
Half-angels, mint-mark lys, and lys after vmo7\'; queried
to York; mint-mark, pierced cross. Half-groats of the
Restoration coinage, plain cross, reading ftR; pierced
cross, reading ftR7t , apparently an unrecorded variation.
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General :-

By Mr. R. M. Simon :-Two unusually clever forgeries of
the series which passed the hammer until exposed by
Mr. Lawrence in volumes II-IV of the Society's] ournal.
By Mr. Ivo Pakenham :-Richard II. Half-groat struck from
dies of Edward IlIon which that King's name had been
altered to Richard's, obverse, 1CnGItI6 and pellet over
the crown; reverse, two saltires at the commencement
of the inner legend, and unbarred N's in the word London.
By Miss Helen Farquhar :-One of the only two knov\in portraits
of Charles II struck in the form of an oval plaque of thin
silver. The beauty of its art suggested the hand of John
Roettiers. A collection of memorials of Charles I.
. By Mr. Lionel L. Fletcher :-A Columbian farthing" muled "
with the reverse of a coronation medalet of George IV.
Bronze advertisement medal or token of " Harris, Surgeon,
Redruth, 1840."

Paper.
THE SEQUENCE OF MINT-MARKS PRECEDING, DURING, AND
SUCCEEDING THE RESTORATION OF HENRY

VI.

Mr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton contributed a short paper under
this heading, in which one of his principal objects was to distinguish
between the mint-mark cross fitchee with the stalk cut off, namely,
his cross NO.3, and the" Restoration" cross, his cross NO.5. He
brought evidence to prove that cross NO.3 was the last mint-mark
of the first regnal period of Edward IV and that true coins bearing
it all belonged to that time. The occurrence of this mint-mark
in the form of " mules" during the Restoration of Henry VI, and
upon a few of the earliest pieces of Edward IV's second regnal period
was due to the use of old reverse dies. Also he explained that the
angels of Edward's first period with the mint-mark cross No. 3
were those from which Henry VI copied the type of his angels.
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He did not agree with the attribution to York of the very few
angels known of Henry VI with mint-mark lys at the end of the reverse
legend, which he contended were of the London mint. Should any
product of the very small quantity of bullion coined during the period
at York be found, it would, he thought, have the initial El in the
waves, corresponding with the B upon the Bristol pieces. (The paper
is printed in this volume.)
The President then read
THE COUNCIL'S REPORT.

November 30th, 1924.
The Council presents its 21st Annual Report to the Members for
the year 1924, and congratulates the Society upon attaining the
21st anniversary of its birthday.
The session has been notable for the addition of no fewer
than six Royal Members to the Society, namely: Their Majesties
King Christian X and Queen Alexandrine of Denmark and Iceland,
King Gustav and Queen Victoria of Sweden, and Their Royal Highnesses the Crown Prince and Crown Princess of Sweden, each of
whom has signed the Royal Roll.
.The last-named addition to our list will be particularly gratifying
to Members from the fact that Her Royal Highness is the daughter
of an honoured and lamented Member of the Society, the late Marquis
of Milford-Haven, who as a Royal Member of the Society attended
Meetings, and read his important paper " Medallic Illustrations of
Naval History" in person. It is printed in Volume XIII of the
Journal.
The interest of the Society's Royal autograph book has been
increased by adding at the foot of each page containing the Royal
Members' signatures, their titles and dates of election. For this the
Council expresses its thanks to the President, who had the additions
very carefully engrossed.
We have lost by death during the past year three Members,
and seven have resigned since the publication of the last report. In
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the late Dr. R. T. Cassal the Society lost a Member who, during the
war and since, always trebled his subscription.
Our numbers have, however, been increased by the addition of
the following seven new Members :-Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Joseph Bles.
A. B. Chapman.
Hamilton Clements.
Joseph Ford.

Mr. Edmund Parsons, J.P.
Mr. Ferris P. Merritt.
Mrs. W. H. Tribute.

The Council would like to point out that the recruits to the
Society during the past year fall far short of the numbers elected in
recent years since the war, and makes a confident appeal to everyone
to endeavour to bring into membership any of their friends who are
interested in British numismatics, or in the welfare of the Society.
The President, Mr. Grant R. Francis, has presided over all the
meetings during the year, and at their April meeting the Council
requested him to extend his tenure of the position for a further year,
in spite of the fact that his original election to the Presidential Office
was, subject, of course, to the annual Ballot for Officers and Council,
to be for a period of two years only. To this request the President
has assented, subject to your voting at this Meeting.
Sir vVilliam Wells as Treasurer has been indefatigable in the
management of the Society's accounts, and in his examination of the
lists of Members, with the result that certain Members, who now cannot
be traced, have been removed from the Society's lists. Mr. H. A.
Parsons has conducted the business of the Society's Library with his
usual efficient energy, and the Society's thanks are due to these
Officers for their efforts on its behalf.
This, of course, also applies to our Secretary, Mr. Andrew, who
under most adverse circumstances has not only laboured at his
Secretarial and Editorial work far beyond his physical strength, but
has also given us two of the most interesting lectures of the year in
continuation of his Numismatic History of the reign of Stephen.
The work of our Honorary Assistant Secretary to the Council,
Miss Andrews, is perhaps less known to Members, but, nevertheless,
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has been of great value to the President and Secretary, and to the
,Council generally.
The Council regrets that the unavoidable delays to Volume XVI
have continued, and that the notice sent out at its request by
the President last April, that the volume would be in the hands of
Members at the latest by the month of August, has not been possible
of fulfilment. Unfortunately, Mr. Andrew's health after his accident
suffered several relapses during the year, and his dangerous illness
during the summer made it quite impossible for him to complete
the volume as he had hoped, but to our great relief and satisfaction
he now appears to be nearly recovered, and every effort is being made
for the immediate publication of Volume XVI, which is now' just
twelve months overdue. The volume to follow will be expedited as
much as the materials for it will permit.
Mr. E. H. Wheeler has again earned the Society's gratitude by a
further donation of £roo in January last, which, after his many
previous acts of generosity to the Society, came as a complete surprise,
and was signalised b y a special vote of thanks in Council at the
Jan uary meeting.
Mr. Bagnall also made a donation to the Society, and our
Library has benefited by several valuable additions during the year.
The Council desires to express its thanks to Mr. Lionel L.
Fletcher and Mr. R. Montagu Simon for acting as Auditors of the
accounts, and to Mr. H. A. Parsons and Mr. H. W. Taffs for undertaking the Scrutators' duties at the Ballot to be held this evening for
the Officers and Council for the ensuing year.
Attendances at our meetings have been satisfactory, but the
Council would be gratified if these were even better attended in
the future.
The Report was unanimously adopted.
Sir William \;Yells, F.S.A., as Honorary Treasurer, presented and
explained in detail his accounts, which were in printed form and
audited by the Members Mr. Lionel L. Fletcher and Mr. R. Montagu
Simon, as Honorary Auditors under the Rules, and professionally by
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Messrs . Gilberts, Hallett & Eglington, Chartered Accountants. They
were duly passed, and are appended to this Report.
Votes of thanks for their services were accorded to the President,
Treasurer, Librarian, Secretary, Assistant SeGretary, Honorary
Auditors and Scrutators.

THE BALLOT.

The Scrutators reported that the Members nominated by the
. Council had been elected, namely : OFFICERS AND COUNCIL FOR THE

SESSION 1925.

President :-Grant R. Francis.
Vice-Presidents :-V. B . Crowther-Beynon, M.B.E., F.S.A.; William Dale, F.S.A.,
F.G.S. ; Major W. J. Freer, V.D., D.L., F.S.A. ; L. A. Lawrence, F.R.C.S.,
F.S.A.; Richard C. Lockett , F.S.A.; Lieut.-Colonel H . W. Morrieson, F.S.A.
Director :-Frederick A. \iValters, F.S.A.
Treasurer :-Sir William Wells, F.S.A.
Librart'an :-H. Alexander Parsons.
Secretary:- W.

J.

Andrew, F .S.A.

Council :-Thomas G. Barnett, F.S.A. ; Stanley Bousfield, M.A., M.D. ;
Edgar M. Burnett; Frank E. Burton; Miss Helen Farquhar;
Lionel L. Fletcher; G. Hamilton-Smith; Walter L. Pocock;
R. Montagu Simon; W. Beresford Smith; The R ev. Edgar Rogers,
O.B .E., M.A.; H. W. Taffs, M.B.E. ; Frederick Toplis; Ernest H. Wheeler;
Charles Winter.

m:Ut
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IhCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR -ENDED NOVEMBER 18TH, 1924.
DR.
Expend·itttre.

To printing and stationery
" postages
,. expenses of meetings, including rent to
September 29th, 1924
"

~undry

~

CR.

expenses

" secretary's travelling expenses
" amount expended to date on Vol. XVI of
the]ournal ...
balance being surplus at this date transferred to General Purposes Fund ...

£ s. d.
37 6 11
14

Income.

By subscriptions
1924 ...

4 0

received

" subscriptions C0111pounded

6 14 11

s.

d.

£

s. d.

~

v..

i'l

~

265 13 0

~
.,.,.
"".
~

19 19 0
45

~

~

0 0
330 12 0

~
~

52 10 0

dividends and interest

59 0 2

sales of back volumes ...

350 0 0

6 16

0

I

~

~

~
~

"'i1

v..

~.,.,.

Mr. A. E. Bagnall ...

1 1 0

Dr. R. T. Cas sal

2 2 0

Mr. E . H. Wheeler. ..

c-:.

H

donations3 15 4

~

"'i1

for

subscriptions In arrear for
1922 and 1923 received

35 0 0

£

~
~

"".

H

\.0

I.';)

+-

100 0 0
103 3 0

£499 11

2 1

£499 11

2
W
'..:t
\.0

BALANCE SHEET, November 18th, 1924.

Liabilities.
To subscriptions received in advance
audit fee due
" J. Sanford Saltus Medal F~tnd
Capital Account (per contra)
Income Account, as at
November 18th, 1923
Dividends received during
year to date
Less cost of Medal awarded ...

£

s. d.

£

s. d.
110
550

161 16
13 12

2

7

4 10 8
18 3
14 14

3
0

.£
Assets.
By investments at cost or book values£109 18s. 5d. National War
Bonds 5 per cent., 1927
100
£150 National War Bonds 5 per
cent., 1928 ...
150
£1,050 Consols, 2t per cent. ... 577
£500 New South Wales 4 per
cent. Stock, 1933
503
£213 Is. Id. India 3t per cent.
Stock...
200

393

" General P~wposes FundAs at November 18th, 1923 . .. 2,113 7 3
Add surplus for year, transferred, from Income and
Expenditure Account
3 15 4

" J. Sanford Saltus Medal Fund£16614s. lId. India 3l per cent.
Stock (per contra) ...

$.

d.

0

0

0
10

0
0

4

6

0

0

£

s. d.

~

1,530 14 6

'"

161 16

<:'>
<:'>
~

2

1,692 10 8
2,117

2

7

(The market value of the above
investments at November
18th, 1924, was £1,607.)
Library at cost, as at November 18th,1924
Cash at BankCurrent Account
Deposit Account

0

~.
~
.,....

;;:s-.
<:'>

151 12

5

Cf)

o

C'>
.,.:..

44 10 11
400 0 0

<:'>

444 10 11
£2,288 14

w
00
o

£2,288 14

AUDITORS' REPORT.
vVe beg to report to the Members that we h ave obtained all the information and explanations we have required. Nothing has been
'r eserved in the Accounts for any amount which may be due in respect of the cost of Volume XVI of the Journal, and no credit has been
taken for subscriptions in arrear.
We have examined the above Balance Sheet with the Books and Vouchers of the Society, and are of opinion that, subject to the above
remarks, the same is properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the Society's affairs according to the best of
our information and explanations given to us and as shown by the Books of the Society.
(Signed)
GILBERTS, HALLETT & EGLINGTON, Chartered Accountal1ts,
November 19th, 1924.
30, Throgmorton Street, E.C. 2.
R. MONTAGU SIMON}
.
LIONEL L. FLETCHER Aud~tors.
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